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f çHAPTER 5

Killing, Dining, Communicating

It nìust, however, be rernembered that in ancient

rclìgion there was no authoritative interpretation of
ritual.

- 
Robertson Snrith, Religiort o-f the Senites, 399

I turn now to the central rituai of Greek reli-

gion. Seeking to pfute the charge that Socrates did not "worship,/believe in

the same gods as the city," Xenophon begins with an uncomplicated argu-

menr. ..First of all, what evidence did they bring rhat he did not believe in

the same gods as the ciry? For he could often be seen sacrifìcing at home,

and often on the public altars of the city." The master must have been or-

thodox in religion because he r-egularly performed the ritual that, mor-e than

any other, achieved communication with the gods. When Plato speaks of
the processes of socialization that instill piery into the yollng, the scene he

envisages is that of children watching their parents perform sacrifice. In the

comic fantasy of Aristophanes, the Birds seek to rrplace the gods as rulers of
the universe; so they instruct mankind to make sacrifice henceforth first to

them and only after that to the gods.1 Sacrifice was, and was seen to be, the

heart of the natter.

Sacrifice was also central to the late nineteenth- and earþ twentieth-

century debate about the origins and essence of religion.2 A phenomenon

describable by that name was so conrrnon among the so-called prinritive

religions that it could scarcely fail to attrâct attention; an extrâ stitnulus was

7. Xet. lvIen. 1.L.2;P1. tug. 887d (above p. 11);Arist. Av. 567-63.

2. Cî. J. Carter, Llnderstdfiding Religious Sntrfrte: A Rearler (London, 2003)
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the transforr¡ation of blood sacrifice into the "pure and perfect sacrifìce,,
of christ that rescued mankind. This 

'rodern 
debate was^not or was onry

marginally an inheritance from the ancients. Sacrifice is our probrem, nor (or
not prior to Neoplatonism)3 theirs..

Insofar as they worried about the point, earry Greeks seem to have ex_
plained participatory sacritce, the kind where men âte the flesh of an animal
offe*d to the gods, as an inheritance fro'r the ti're when men and gods
dined together; at a certain point, it would appear, men and gods resorvecl
to dine apart while still sharing rhe sarne animar, and the unequar division
of meat berween rnen and gocls haci its origin in the trick piayed by pro_
metheus on Zeus on that occasion.a Sacrifice as still practiced was therefor.e
a product of the post-golden age world in which we now live, but a selÊ
evident and unproblernaric one. They also had myths that explained how
particular anirnais came fi¡st to be sacrificed or why particular sacrificial rites
were conducted as they were;s b't the need to sacrifice to the gods was too
selÊevident to requi'e an explanation. when certain unorthodox thinkers
deciared this most cenrral of rituar acts to be, in fact,a form of impiery their
starting point was hostiliry to meat eating; had they accepted meat eating,
the role of sacrifice would have remained selÊexpranrrory. Th. vegetarian
Porphyry even tolerates the iclea that tradition may sometimes require animal
sacritce, but not consurnption of the flesh.6

Paul veyne in 2000 issued the robust but not unsubtle annoullcement that
any attempt to offer a general theory of sacrifice was misguideci:

Sacrifice is a good example of a particulâr category of sociological
objects: those that, by the chance of their constitution, can co'rbine

- 
3' For Neoplatonist explanatiotls of the rationale ancl effìcacy of sacrifice, see briefly Sallustius

De Muntlo 16, and at length Iambl. De Myst. books 5-6. cr. L. Ger'et in Gerner and A. ßoulanger,k gén.ie grec tlans la rcligion (paris,7932;repr., 1970), 234: "Il n' y a pas rìo11 prus e' Grèce, raute d,
organisation sacerdotale, ce qu'il y a eu par exemple clans |rncre: un. ,p..rùtio, religierse sur les
f-or¡es lue le sacrifice met en jeu." There was, it is true, a strancl in pagan philosophical thought that
declared sacrifice to be inappropriate to a philosophicaily co'ceived deiry (varro rr. 22 cadaunsap Arn' Adu naf. 7.1;seneca fi. 123 Haase ap Lactant. Diu, inst.6.25.3, asking, qt.rae extruti¿atiotte
ítnotetttiwn rtoluptas est?);we learn olit primarily through its endorsement by christian critics of
pagan sacrifice, among which Arn. Adu nat. 7.1_37 is the most extensive.

4. Hes. Theog. 535-61 with fr. 7.6-7 (cf. pp. 139_40 below). J. Ruclhardr, ,,Les myrhs grecs
relatiß à I'instauration clu sacrifice ,,' jnhts Ml,the,ietigion,20926,isright that what pronretheus con_
ducts at Mekone is not a sacrifìce, but in making tÀe sacrifice later perforlned by prometheus,s son
Deucalion to Zeus Phyxios (Apollod. Biu. 1.7.2) the true origin of the rite,he gives it a fo,ndi'g
signifìcance not present in the sources.

f' For the former see Porph Al:st.2.9-10; works o' aitia (caili'r. Aet.;prut. eLraest. craet.)
are full ofthe latter

6. Porph. Abs¡. 2.2.),2.1.1.
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in themselves â great number of possible meanings (even if these are

mutually contradictory) and provide a great number of diverse satis-

factions: this richness makes them popular and assures them an almost

universal sltccess, while obscuring for the conscious mind their raison

d'être (so they seem to emerge from mysterious human depths)' It is

like this with sacrifices, with pilgrimages, or, in the profane sphere,

with the importance of sitting at the same table, of eating together.

These "black holes" are a kind of social trap: the most varied individu-

als fall into them, have fallen into them, or will fali into them, because

all or almost all the reasons for falling are good; therefore learned dis-

cussions on "the" true meaning of sacrifice will continue without an

end and without a purpose. Its misleading impression of profundiry

will lead to the temptation of finding ethological or even "abyssal"

explanations. The riddle is, however, easy to solve: sacrifìce is wideiy

distributed across centuries and across societies because this practice is

sufficientþ ambiguous for everyone to find in it their own particular

satisfaction.T

It would seem that his ban extends not just to transcullural theories of sacri-

fice, ah'eady declared impossible by others,s but to any attempt to generalize

about sacrifice within a given culture, and even beyond that to any attempt

to explain any particular form of sacrifice, such as "killing followed by ban-

quet;'within a given culture.

Veyne's warning is altogether salutary. Any form of sacrifice rnay well

derive its power from responsiveness to a complex rnix of human desires,

fears, interests, pleasures, and imaginings. Greek sacrifice wâs entirely unac-

companied by the kind of learned or authoritative exegesis, even in the form

of myth, that could have steered understanding in a specific dircction. ,\
popular approach has been to distinguish a set oforiginal or ideal types, diÊ

ferent in essence even if, âs we now observe them, somewhat contaminated

one with another.e But no Greek ever encountered these ideal rypes. Grow-

ing up within the Greek sacrificial culture meant on the one hand acquiring

a famlTiarity with many differing but overlapping forms of ritual killing,

on the other experiencing a single sacrificial form deployed in a variery of
diffèrent contexts; one wâs not taught in school the different theological

presuppositions underlying the different forms, or what was the most proper

7. "Inviter les dìenxl' 21-:22; my translation.

8. See, e.g., M. Detienne's introduction to Cuisíne of Sacrfice.

9. So, e.g., Nilsson, C¿s¿åichte, 132;and see below on Meuli tnd Cuísine o-f Saufire.

v
i

l
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application of a form that was variously applied. The chapter that folowswill be an artempr to apply Veynet insight to Gr.eek ,...ìfi.". To analyze
one must sepârate to some deg'ee, but the separation is the observer,s, notthe participant's.

The Double Face of Sacrifice: Sacrifice as Feast,
Sacrifice as Comm un ication
'w'e can begin with the association berween sacrifice and banquet. polemi_
cists for vegetarianisrn in antiquiry attacked meat eating and animal sacrifice
with little distinction, because they regarded them as coextensive. Greek sac-
rifìce is driven by gluttony, they argued: nobody sacrifices inedibre species
such as elephant or camer or snake, and if Greeks were forced to sacrifice
like Semites, by burning the whore offering, reaving no edible remnant, rhey
would abandon the practice.l0 The idea of sacrifice as a necessary prerimi-
nary to meat eating was centrâl, if in a ress moralizing vein, to some of the
most influential theories of Greek sacrifice in the second half of the twen_
tieth century The great Swiss comparativist Karl Meuli saw Greek sacrifìce
in origin (an origin that he pur far back among paleorithic hunters) as a
form of ritual slaughter preparatory to a feast.11 The division of meat be-
tween gods and men as rypica'y (if not wholry accuratery) conceived by the
Greeks themseives was scandarously unequal: the gods r-eceived on the artar
little more than the tail, the thighbones wrapped in fat, and (in Homer, and
occasionaliy later) small pieces of meat cur "from an the limbs,, placed on
them' For Meuli' these facts showed rhat the rogic of the sacrifice Lading to
a Gast (what ir wiil be convenienr to call arimenrary sacrifice) was not that of
providing a gift of food to the gods at ail. He compared rather the practice
of hunting peoples of giving symbolic special rreatment to the bones of the
animals they kill, burning being one attested form of such speciar treatment.'What 

is ar issue is the perpetuarion of a suppiy of game. For hunting cul_
tures, it has been brilliantly said, bones are like seeds, fi-om which, if properly

10. Theophrastus ap. porph. Abst.2.25_26.
11 "Ein Tier wird nach herkömrlichen Ritual geschrachtet, damit es die Menshen essen,,:"opferbräuche," 282 on what exactly the gods,=..iv.ã or the alrar (on the separate issue of table

offerings, see n. 70), see van straren, Híerà Kará, 11g-31,143-44;for osteological evidence, see Ekrroth, "Meat, Man and Godl' 262-64; ,.Thighs 
or Täils?,, (where, p. 144, the possibiliry rhar pigs were

treated differently from other animals is mentioned). The post-Homeric evidence lor ,.small 
pieces,,

is S-EC 36.206 (= NGS¿ 3) 16-17.
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handled, nexr year's animals will spring;l2 the pieces of meat "from al1 the

limbs" suggest the restoralion of the whole animai'

f.* tJa.y would regard such an appeal to Paleolithic hunters as a legiti-

mare wây to explain the sacrifìcial practices of the Greeks, agriculturalists

and pastoralists of the first rnillennium 8C.13 Even if Meuli's highly seductive

an"lågi., illuminate the remote prehistory of Gteek treâtment of sacrificial

bones, for the Greeks, bones wer-e not seeds; the burning of the gods' por-

tion was a way of bringing a food offering to thenr-an odd way and an

odd offering, to be sure, but such is the nature of humans' traffic with im-

mortals. Stripped of its Paleolithic dimension, however, the argument thât

a chief function of Greek sacrifice was lo prepare for the feâst reappears

in the highly influential coliective volume edited by J. P Vernant and

M. Detienne tn 1979. The approach (further developed by these scholars and

their collaborators in severâl places)1a is sunrmed up in the volume's tttle,The

Cuisine of Sacrífce: this is sacrifice seen as a prelude to a collective meai, and

the distribution of meat at that rneal, between gods and men and among men,

becomes the donrinant theme.

Vernant writes that "the ceremony of sacrifi.ce could be defined as the

complex of procedures permitting an animal to be slaughtered in such con-

ditions that violence appears to be excluded and the killing unequivocally

has a character which distinguishes it clearþ from murder." And, as he put

it in explicit diaiogue with'Walter Burkert, rvho in Homo Necans (1972) had

transposed Meuli into a qllite different key, "To sacri{ìce is fundamentally to

kill in order to eat. But, within this formulation, you put the accent on the

killing, I put it on rhe earing."ls For Meuii, sacrifice ensured that the killing

12. J. Z. Snrith, "The lJare Frcts of Ritual," in his lnøgíttíttg Relþio[ (Chicago' 1982)' 53-65'

at 60.

13. "Ani¡ral sacrifice appears to be, ruriversally, the ritual killing of a donresticatecl anirnal by

agrarian or pastoralist societies" (ancl so quite distinct lrom hunting): J. Z. Srnith, "The l)otnestica-

tion of Sacrifice," i¡t I/iolent Orígins: l4/alter Brnkert, René Cirarrl and Jonatlnn Z. Sníth on Rinnl Kílling

antl Cultttral Fornatíott, ed. R. G. Hanrerton-Kelly, 191-205 (Stanford, 1986), at 197. A mundane

alternarive to Meuli's theory about the original motive for bone burning has recently been offered:

they burn well, and could serve as fuel for cooking eclible nreat: Ekroth, "Thighs or Tails?" 146,

with reß.

14. See, e.g., J. L. Durand and A. Schnapp, in Citl' of lnsg¿5, 5310; J. L Durand, Sacrfice et

Iabow en grèrc arcíerute pxts,7986).
15. "Théorie générale clu sacrifìce et mise à mort dans la thysia grccque," ir satrflte dans

I'attíE.rité, 1-21, with cliscnssion 22-39, at 7 and 26 (English version rvithout the discnssion iu

Vernant, Mortals antl Innnortals,290-302). ProGssor G. Flood refers me to the exegesis by Hindlr

Mrmãmsaka philosophers of horv Veclic animal sacrifìce (which in fact avoided bloodshed) lvas com-

patible with nonviolence: see W Halbfas, "Vedic Apologetics, Ritual Killing, and the Foundations of
Ethics," chap. 4 olhisTiadition and ReJlection (NewYork, 1991);see too McClymond, Beyond Sacred

Violente, 51-52, with references.
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required by hunting would not terminate the food supply. For Vernant, ic

licensed kiliing by ritualizing it. For both theories, as for the ancient vegerar-

ians, it was inextricably bound up with meât eâting.

Both theories take up an ideâ alre;rdy found in âncient texts that the cul-
pable violence inherent in sacrifìce was rituâlly disguised: the fatal knife was

hidden beneath the barley grains in the sacrificial basket, water was sprinkled

on the victimt heacl to induce it to nod assent to its killing (and there were

many stories of animals presenting themselves spontaneously for the slaugh-

ter). At the Attic festival of Dipo1ieia,l6 the killing of an ox led to a mock
trial: the outcone was the condennation not of a human but of the knife or
ax that did the cieed, and the ox's corpse was even stuffed with straw set on

its feet, and yoked to a plow, as though it were not dead at all. For this com-
plex of ritual evasions Karl Meuli coined the term "cornedy of innocence."

FIe comparecl it with the nany and varied fictions whereby (in particular)

Siberian hunting peoples have excused and exculpated themselves before

their pre;r A hunter says to a dead bear, "Let us clasp paws in handshake. . . .It
was not I that threw you down, nor nry conpanion over there. You, your-
self, slipped and burst your belly." Or, "Not by me was the knife fashioned,

nor by any of my countrymen. It was made in Estonia fi'om iron bought in
Stockholm."l7 Artistic depictions too tended not to depict the noment of
killing, except in the abnormal case of rnythical human sacrifices. Though
one cân scârcely speak about sacrifice without using the English word bor-
rowed froln Lattn uictima, there were no "victims" in Greek sacrifice:r8 the

Grcek equivalent iepeîov indicates merely that it is an object on which a

priest, iepeóç, does his work, iepeórrl.

Every link in this chain of ârgument has come under effective attack of
late. The main sources that speak of the supposed need to hide the knife and

seek the victim's assent arc ancient comnentaries of uncertain date on Aris-
tophanes and (in the second case) Apollonius Rhodius:re the actual passages

16. See Parker, Poh,tlrcivn, 787-97.
17. I borrorv these quotations fronr Snith, "Barc Facts" (n. 12 above),59-60. Smith sholvs how

fictitions these exculpations are, or, better, how they reprrsent an ideal known to be unrealizable.

18. Noted by Iì Brulé and R. Touzé, in Saufrce drúique, 1L1. Killing seldom showr: see most

rccerrtly A. Henrichs, "l3lutvergiessen arn Altar," in Ceu¡alt tuul AstlrcriÞ, ed. ts. Seidensticker and M.
Vöhler,59-87 (Berlin,2006), at 81-82; van Straten in Cuisine et autel,20-27;ThesCRA 1:176-78;.

For scenes (still not nunerous) relating more broadly to the kill, see van Straten, FJle,'à Kal,1, 103-13;

Gebauer, Ponpe rnd Thysía, 254-89 (on knives, ibid., 513-14, and good comments 256,289).
The differential treâtment in art of human and aninral victims: Durand, Cuísine of Saúfte, 91 (138 in
the Fr. orig.); on the iconography ofthe lormer, Durand and E Lissarague,,4nliiufiir Religíonsgesdùthte

1 (1999):83 106.

19. Knife: ) RV Ar. Pax 9481:. Shake: ) lìV Ar Pnx 960, siniilarly ) Ap. Rhod. 1.425.
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thar they are discussing do not speak in these terms, and the order given in

Âristophanes to the sheep on whose head water is sprinkled is not "nod"

but ..shake yourself," a sign of vitality rather than of agreement.2o The only

soufces apart from the commentaries that speak of the animal's assent have,

certainly or probably, been influenced by Pythagorcan opposition to anìmal

sacrifice.21 
'When in stories animals offer themselves spontaneously for sâcri-

fice, this can be seen as a remarkably good omen, a sign perhaps that the god

has chosen that animal as its prrferred offering, rather than a proof that every

ordinary sacrificial victim wâs required to agree to its death.22 There was no

artistic tâboo on showing animals vigorously resisting being led to the altar,

as of course they often did; men with knives and âxes are occasionally shown

neâr animals, and depictions of altars smeared with blood are commonplace,

even if the actual coup de grâce is mostly avoided' The "comedy of irrno-

cence" at the Dipolieia is thercfore a special case, an unusual development at

a particular festival,not a general key to the ideology of Gr-eek sacrifice. On

this account, sacrifice did not create a horrified fascination with violence, nor

go orlt of its way to preempt the same; violence was sirnply not an issue.23

Has the reaction gone too far? It is not a strong ârgurnent against the

"comedy of innocence" that the comedy was not played out very consis-

tently and that realiry often peeked through; all those involved are aware that

ritual fìctions arc just that, fictions.2a The question is whether a comedy of
innocence was enacted at all, other than at the Dipolieia, whether, that is,

such sources as speak in these terms can be disrnissed en bloc âs contaminated

by Pythagorean ideology even when (as in the scholia on Aristophanes and

Apolloniu$ there is no sign of such influence. That question is, and will
probably remain, unanswerable. 2s

20. Cf. Pltrt. De def.0r.46, 4358{ rvith 49, 437A-f3:, cf. Serv ad Aett 4.67: hostiae exploratio,

Lttfitffi aptd sit.

21. The oracle ap. Porph. Abst.2.9.3,PIt. Quaest. cotrv' 8.8.3,729F.

22. CL M¡crob. S¿r, 3.5.8.

23. Ori all this see S. Peirce, "Death, Revelry and Thusia," ClAnt 72 (1993):219-66 (rn pu'
ticular on the artistic evidence); van Straten, Híerà Kalá, 700-102 ("The Asenting Animal?");

P Bonnechère, "'La machaira était dissinulée dans le kanoun':Quelques interrogations," REA 1'01

(1999):21 35;S. Georgoudi, "'Loccultation cle la violence'dans le sacrifice grec: Données ancietrnes,

discours nrodernesl'in Cuísíne et autel, 775-47; "Le consentement de la victirne sacrifìcielle: une
question onverte," in Sanfce antiqre, 139-53; A. Henrichs, "Bluwergiessen" (n. 18); F S. Naiden,

"The Fallacy of the Willing Victin,"JHS 127 (2007):61. 73.

24. See n. 17.

25. I do not find the argument lrom Ar. P¿¡ 960 decisìve. An animal sprinkled with water is

much more likely to shake itself than to nod, and ritual had to work with that daturn; but a shake

could have been interpreted in this context as â mark ofassent. Perhaps both interpretations coexisted

in earlier times as they do in Plutarch (contrast De def. or. 49,437A-B with Qløesl. nnu,8.8.3,729F)
and, it seerns, ethnographically (Meuli, "Opferbräuche," 266).
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The link between sacrifice and banquet, however, is not based on the
reality of the "comedy of innocence" alone. There is also the issue of the
eating of unsacrificed meat. The authors of The Cuisine of Sãcrifice argue that
sacrifice was the ritual that renderedlegitimate the killing of animals (domes-

ticated animais, in their more careful formulations), and that meat from them
was not normally eaten by Greeks unless it had fìrst been sacrificed. (This

argunlent too goes back to Karl Meuli.) One even occasionally encounters

the suggestion (though not in The Cuísine of Sacrífce) that sacrifice was a

Greek equivalent to kosher or halal butchery. That extreme claim is refuted

by the obvious point that Greeks ate game animals killed in no special way,26

whereâs (for instance) in Orthodox Judaism wild animals must be trapped in
nets and killed according to the normâi kosher rules if they are to be eaten.

There is also considerable evidence that meat from species that were sacri-

ficed only exceptionally, such as dog, donkey, and horse, quite often found its
wây onto Greek tables, even if usualiy processed into a sausage or pie. (Subtle

osteological analysis may even show that their meat was sometines added,

unsacrificed, to fill out the portions at a sacrificial banquet in a sanctuary.)27

Some Greeks even âpparently ate meat from animals that had died naturaliy,

though others shunned it as impure.28

The claim therefore has probably to be reforrnulated as "Greeks ate the

meat of the typical sacrificiai species only after sacrifice." It now acquircs

considerable prima facie plausibility; for there are many references to ani-
mals being "sacrificed" where the point is nerely to kill them, whether for
a feast or for other reasons: Themistocles in Herodotus, for instance, advises

the Greek forces to "sacrifice" âs many of the herds kept in Euboea as they

wish, to keep them from falling into the hands of the enemy.2e Even if some

difficulties and possible countercases remain, the normative pattern seems to

have been that a feast required a sacrifice; and a few obscure references occLlr

to "eating unsacrificed things" as a disgusting form of behavior that might

26. Pioushuntersofferedthegodaportionoftheircatch(Xen. Cyn.6.13) andliungupskin
and horns in sanctuaries (Meuli, "Opferbräuche,"263 n. 5),but that is a difftrent mâtter.

27. See Ekroth, "Meat, Man and God," 275-76:Ekroth, "Meat in Ancient Grcece: Sacrificial,

Sacred or Secular?" Food and Hßtory 5 no. 1 (2007): 249-72, at 260-72. On foods actually erten in
Greece, see esp. Hipp. Víú. 2.46 and the texts lrom Galen quoted by Il Garnsey, Food attd Society ín

Claxíml Antíquity (Canrbridge, 1999), 83-85.
28. Ar. Av.538andfr.714;cf. myarticle "EatinglJnsacrificedMeat,"forthcomingin Paysageet

relígion. Mélanges o-ffens à Madeleíne Jost, ed. P Carlíer and C. Lerouge-Cohen (Iìauaux de la Makon René

Gínouues 6,2010), 139 47.

29. 8.79.2; cf ., e.g.,6.129.I, Hom. 1/, 6.174, and numeroLrs other uses of iepeÓc,: in Houer
(Casabona, Vocabtilaíre des satrifæs,23), Hom. Od. 9.231,Xen. Analt. 4.4.9.
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offencl the gods.30 It would be interesting to inquire how general in societies

,trr, p.rør- sacrifìce the ban on eating meâl non-sacrificially may be; it is

certainlY conmon'31

The vegetarian critique is weli-founded up to a point, therefore: the mo-

tive for sacrificing wâs very often that it was socially impossible to eat the

most attrâctive forms of meat without sacrificing. Yet the proposition that

..to sacrifice is fundamentally to kill in order to eat" is wholly inadequate as

a general theory even to explain those sacrifices that ieft edible meat behind

the.r. The objection is notjust that the meat fr-om sacrifices of this type was

occasionally not eaten but so1d.32 In other câses too the rationale for con-

ducting such a sâcrifice was manifestiy not to provide religious legitinration

for human sociability. Odysseus in lliad I (430-74) tâkes a hecatomb to ap-

pease Apollo. The sacrifice ends in a feast, but it starts fi-om the urgent need

to propitiate an angry god. And cases of this type can be multiplied almost

indefinitely. Sacrifìces thar have a pufpose (propitiation, thanksgiving, fulfill-

ment of a voq or whatever) âre comûlonplace. The sacrifices car-eful1y listed

in a groupt sacrificial calendar have a purpose too, the systematic cultivation

of the deities judged responsible for the particular group',s welfarc. In some

cases participants were probably feq and the fact that the sacrifìce procluced

meat almost incidental.33

Sacrifìce opened the channel of communication between man and gocl.

It enabled prayers to be made for a return of blessings; it requi¡ed such

prayers indeed, since there were no sacrifices without prayers. Fixed folmu-

1as seem not to have been used: the essentiai was to address the god, make

â requesr (,,grant health and prosperiry"), and identify the recipients of the

benefit that was sought. ,\s recipients, "all of us present" would be the sim-

plest form, but absentees slrch as wives and children could be added; in the

fifth century the grateful ,tthenians included the Plataeâns in their prayers'34

Sacrificial divination too is very relevanl. At every public sacrifice in the clas-

sical period, omens were taken; many sacrifices were performed primarily for

divinatory purposes, mosl obviously in the nrili.tary spher-e but also in private

life. It is not coincidence that the will of the gods was revealed so rrgulady by

30. Senroniclesfi-.7.56West;G.Perzl,DíeBeichtinsthriftul|/estþleinasiens(=EpigraphícaAmtolim
22,8ont,1994), nos. I and 123;L5484.11.

31. For Rome, see J. Scheid in cuisífie et autel,273-88; cL, e.g., Gibson, sarrilìrc arrrl

S/rnrûrg, 185.

32. Ltrpu,NCSL, 77-72;cf.Ekroth, "Meat,Man and God,"271 n. 65.

33. See Jameson, "The Spectacr,rlar and the Ol¡scnre."

34. Hdr. 6.717.2;cf . Pnlleyn, Pral,er; 7-15. Prayer essential: Plin. HN 28.10: lor prayer gestures

acconrpanying sacrifìce, see ThesCRA 3, plates 1 8-1 9.
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the tails and livers of sacritcial animals.3s Sacrifice was a time of close conrâct
between the two worlcls. "May he not be able to sacrifice" wâs â curse one
could invoke on a wrongdoer. It was through bad omens at sacrifices that
flawed relations between men and gods were typically exposecl.36

The mediator of that contact was the animal. Sacrifice, it has rightly been

said, turns an animal into a symbol.37 The hopes of a community r-est on the

back of the victim, which becomes a literal embodiment of its piety. Hu-
bert and Mauss, in their celebrated Essai sur Ia nature et Ia fonction du sacrfrce,

wrote that: "[The victim] is the means of concentration of religious feeling;
it explesses ir, it incarnates it, it carries it along. By acting upon rhe victinr
one acts upon religious feeling, directs it either by attracting and absorbing

it, or by expelling and eliminating it."38 The animals offered in public rites

were often specited as "selected" (rprtóç) victin-rs, and might be subject to

an "examination," ôonpaoíc, the same word used for the testing of the

qualifications of a human candidate for: a magistracy.3e The process of choice

could itself be turned into a spectacle. For the sacrifìce to Zeus Poiieus on

Cos, wave upon wâve of cattle bred up by the various city segments were

driven successively into the agora until finally one designated itself as the

appropriate victim by (probably) "kneeling to Hestia"; at Bargylia, respon-

sibility for rearing cattle for Artemis Kindyas was distributed among various

magistrates and even metics, and the finest specimens were to be chosen by
the sarne judges as judged the human competition in "manliness." A serious

issue, therefore, selecting an animai for a god: the fairest pig for Demeter was

chosen on Mykonos by the boule.

In Magnesia on the Maeander, the bull that was to be sacrificed to Zeus

Sosipolis was "shown" to him months in advance "at the beginning of
the sowing"; it was fed during the intervening months by voluntary con-
tributions from the populace. At the great Coan civic festival mentioned
above, the ox for Zeus Polieus once selected was "commenced" (that is,

35. On the tail, see now Ekroth, "Thighs or Tails?" l+l;ThesCRA 3:7; Ekroth notes that the first
literary evidence for the tail as part of the god'.s portion is Aesch. PI/ 496-97 . On livers, van Straten,

Híerà Kalá, 156 57; Flower, See4 index s.v divination, sacrificial.

36. H. S. Yersnel, ZPE 58 (1985):247-69 (the curse);Hdt. 7 .134.2;Ant. 5.82,cf . LSA 16.25 27 ,

with Sokolowski's note ftad ourens).

37. J.H.M. Beattie, "On lJnderstanding Sacrifice," in Sauifte, ed. M.EC. Bourdillon and M.
Fortes, 29-44 pondon, 1980), at 2L)-30; cf . de Heusch, Sacrijce in Afriu, 95: "Sacrifìce is a synrbolic

labour on living natter'."
38. Hubert and Mauss, Saufice, 60.

39. Cf. ThesCRA 1.:95-97: Lupu, NCS! 99 100,355 57; C. Feyel, RPhíl 80 (2006):33-55;
F S. Naiden,JHS 127 (2007):70-73 (who, horvever, runs together the prcliminary selection with

the sprinkling ofwâterjust prior to sacrifice).
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the preliminary rites were performed) "with olive branch and laurel" the

dry i"for. the sacrifìce. At a sacrifice to Athena in Hellenistic Ilion. each

trit" *", required to provide a cow and a sheep; the tribesmen processed

behind ,.rheir" animals, which wefe branded with marks identifying them

as offered by the particular tribe. A beautifully adorned sacrificial animal

is once described in the Odyssey às an cÍyotl"pa, an "object of delight (to

a god)," the term normally applied to dedicated statues.40 Some resem-

blance could be sought between the animal and the divine recipient. At â

minimum, gods usually received male animals (if female, never pregnânt),

goddesses female; the symbolic connection went further when, for instance,

earth was given black or pregnant victims. All victims had to be "whole"

and "perfect," like the gods.al

Mauss and Hubert saw sacrifice as a ritual that opened communication

with the gods through consecration of a victim; through that consecra-

tion the human participants too were temporarily brought into the divine

sphere.a2 In relation to the Greek material, their schema errs perhaps only in

trying to define too precisely the steps and modalities of consecration, both

of the animal and of the human participants. Little was normally required

of humans by way of preparation beyond washing and clean clothes.a3 As

for the animai, we cannot identify a precise ûloment when it became the

god's. "Beginning"a sâcrifice is a function often referred to. In the case just

mentioned from Cos it was done by sprinkling with water from a bough;

more often, hair was cul from the victim's brow and burned on the altâr.

After the kill, blood was splattered on the altar (or poured directly into a

river, if the river was the recipient), and the officiant in a vitally irnportant

40. Cos:RO62(¿SCC151)41-19þelectiorù;tbid.3I-32þeginning).ßargylia:S.EG45.150tì;
SEG 50.1101 (the latter decree alters thejudging arrângernents nrentioned in my text). Mykonos:

¿SCG 96.13. Magnesia: LS,4 32,cf . p.198. Ilion: I-S,4 9.20-24;lor other examples of such branding,

seeL.Robert,Hellenicall-1,2,120 @aris, 1960).ti^¡crì"pa: Horn. Od 3.43S. Onthebeautification

ofsacrificialaninals,seevanStraten,.Flierà Kalá,43-46;Gebtuer,PompeundThysía,186-89.
41. SeeC.Feyel,RPftilS0(2006):36-42þutSpartansandEretrianssupposedlytoleratednraimed

victims,Plat. Atc. II 749A,heL.NA12.34). Onpregnantvictinrs,J. N.BremmerinCreeþSaoiicíal

Rituat, 1,55 .65- Despite rnany exceptions, the sex of animal/sex of derry correlation applies in lar

more than 50 percent of cases:see ThesCRAT:97-99 anð,e.g.,Horn. 1/. 3.103-6-LSA32'46-59.Ott
the species preferred by individual gods, see ThesCRA 1:68-95 (with osteological evidence)

42. Hnbert and Mauss, Sacrfice, 97, "This procedure consists in establishing a means of com-

munication between the sacred and profane worlds through the mediation of a victirn, that is, of a

thing that in the course of the ceremony is destroyed."The commorlest Homeric verb for sacrifice,

iepeóol,apparently acquires that sense not directly lrom the idea ofconsecration but as "do the work

ofa priest" (Casabona, Vombulaire des sacífces,19).

43. The requirement of sexual puriry in RO 62 (LSCG 151) A 40-44 (n. 145 belorv) is

unusual.
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âct plâced the god's portion on the altar for burning along with vegetable
offerings.aa As we have noted, a sirnple but indispensable accompani'renr
to the gift was the ofIìciant's prayer. But the animal had startedto berong to
the god even before the "beginning," through the process of selection. And
the procession to the altar, where one occ'rred, enacted quite literally the
approach of all concernecl to the divine. A law from Astypalaia stipulates
that all animals that are led in the procession for Dionysus be branded, to
ensure that they are indeed sacrificed in due course to the god to whom they
have been led.as The religious charge built up cumulatively through all these
procedures, partly through the spectacle that they presented: even quite a

modest procession at a private sacrifice, with the burning of incense and the
piping of an aulos player, could become a multisensory experience.a6

one cannot reduce sacrifìce to the ritualized preparation for a banquet,
therefore; the gods have ro be given their place. The point is reinforced if one
remembers an aspect that is obscured by the best-known literary descriptions
of sacrifice, which make no mention of it. It is from inscriptions that we
learn that public alime'tary sacrifices were normally and perhaps invariably
accompanied by offerings of wheat or barley cakes.aT In some contexts such
vegetarian offerings replaced blood sacrifice; and the verb used for bringing
them was that used also for animal sacrifìce, Oúerv.a8 These side offerings
in one sense reinforce the association of alimentary sacrifice with food and
eating. But they have nothing to do with the legitimation of killing rhrough
ritualization; nor are they, like the thighbones burned for the gods, a token
portion set aside from a larger whole that falls to men. They are a food oÊ
fering to the gods, pure and simple.ae Exactly the same considerations apply
to the libations, vinous or "sobeq" which also accompany sacrifice. They

44 ßegirrning:rr. 143below.Gocl'sportion:n. l44below.Bloodsplattered:vanStraten,HíeràKalá,
704;G. Ekroth,'Blood on the akars?',Antiþe Ktutst 48 (2005),9-29;cf. tbe exceptional Ar. pax 1019.
Rivers:LSCG96.34-37,cf. Horn. 1/. 23.147-48,mdR. KochPiettrcin cttisineetautel,BT 89.

45. ¿SS 83, Astypalara, second/first century BC. On branding see C. Feyel, Rphil gO

(2006):49 54.

46. On irrcense see V Mehl in Sacrfite antique, 167-86; on rnusic, Gebauer, pompe und Thysía,
773,481-82,488 [+]ithesCRA 2:37 I-75. Sacrifices unaccompanied by music rvere unusual enough
to be renrarked on: E Grafin I(ykeon, 117.

47. See especially now SEG 54.214,lvhere priests are systernatically reimbursed for the raw ma-
terials; also, e.g., I-SCC 63, RO 62 (LSCC 151) A 36 37,47-48; LSA 37.10 12. LSCG 134 (Thera,
fourth century BC) is a good illustration from what is apparently a private foundation: "They shall
sacrifice an ox, wheat of a ntedimnos, barley of two tnedimnoí, 

^ 
metretes of wine, and seasonal fruits";

cf., e.g., IS'.4 39.14-16. See E. Kearns in Ancient Creele Cult Practite, 65 70; vân Strâten, -Flierà Kalá,
739-43:L. Bruit-Zaidnan in Cuisine et autel, 31,46.

48. See,e.g.,LSS21;30; LSA24A27-23;Castbona,Vocabulaíredessacrfites,73.
49. McClyrnond , Beyond Sacred Violence , stresses the role of vegetarian ofïèrings in Hebrew and

Vedic sacrifice ín order to rnove the theorv of sacrifice in the direction ilclicated bv her title.
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round our the association of sacrifice with eating and drinking, but gods not

men âre the recipients. Incense too is "sacrificed"sO (the original application,

as it seems, of the verb 0ÓerV, and one it never ioses): the sweet smoke goes

up, like the savor of sacrifices, to please the nostrils of the gods. OÓetv, we

note, relâtes to what is burned for the gods (whether incense, cake, or bones),

not what is eaten bY men.

The argument thus far has been intended to bring out the double aspect

of Greek alimentary sacrifice, a double aspect of which one side or the

other regularly seems in some meâsure redundant. Even where the primary

motivation was propitiation, there normally followed a banquet; even where

the primary motivation wâs meat eating, there preceded a sacrifice. From

case to câse more emphasis was placed on one aspect or the other, but both

were always present. It cannot readily be said that one function is more basic

than the other: a means of honoring the gods, and the most basic form of
human sociability, are combined in an indissoluble new unity. The contexts

in which sacrifices of this type were perforrned are too numerous to be

worth listing; it was all but omni-functional.sl
If asked about the purpose of sacrifice, a Greek would probably have an-

swered roughly in the terms of a much-quoted phrase of Plato, that it was

a "gling to the gods."s2 Two objections can be made to that explanation.

In ordinary gift giving, no part of the gift is retained by the giver, whereas

in sacrifice the human givers keep the best meat for themselves; many
jokes in comedy show how aware the Greeks were of that anomaly. Second,

it is not clear why, if an animal is to be given to a god, it must be killed in
the first place and not, for instance, kept in a sacred herd.s3 (Neoplatonists

met the second objection by explaining that the gift was not the animal but
the life of the animal.)sa But, once one has recognized the double aspect

of Greek alimentary sacrifìce, one sees why this particular form of giving
necessarily could not conform to the principles generally governing that
practice. The gift had to be killed and eaten. Nonetheless, Greeks saw it as

50. See, e.g., LSCG 87.10, rvith Sokolowski's parallels; Casabona, Vocaltulaíre des saufices,

69-75.
51. CLPStengel,DlegrierhisthenKrltusaltertiimer,3'¿ed.(Munich, 1920),107-3.lnTheophras-

tus's well-known fornula (ap. Porph.,4úsr. 2.14.1),sacrifìce was made i) Erò trplv ì õrò Xctptv i
ôrù 1peícrv rôv ùyo0ôv.

52. Pl. Euthl,phr.14C rò Oóerv ôcopeîo0ni Èotr toîç 0eoîç; cf. Pl. Plt.290C. Critics accord-
ingly, taking a lead lrorl Plato (e.g., Resp, 365E), could see sacrifice as a form ofattempted bribery:
Tlreophr. (?) ap. Porph. Altst. 2.60.1, and Christian apologists (e.g., ,A.rn. Adu nat. 7 .72).

53. Cl de Heusch, Sarr¡fìre in Afrim, 55-57,96. Jokes in comedy: see, e.g., Men. Dysk. 447-53,
with E. W Handley's nore ad loc.

54. Cf. n. 3 above.
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a gift, strictly comparable to that more conventional form of giving to rhe
gods that was dedication. -we 

noted above the description in the oilyssey
of a beautifully adolned sacrificial animai as an cÍyaÀpcr, like a deciicated
statue. The whole Greek conceptualization of the relation between gods
and men becomes incomprehensible if one denies that a sacrifìce was a gift
that would ideaily call forth a counrergift.s5

The.e is an)'way a sense in which sacrifice was indeecr a gift. The use
of wild animals such as deer and of fish, even if osteorogy is extending the
evidence in interesting ways, lemains rare enough to count as an exceptional
extension inviting special explanation.s6 Among domesticated animals dogs,
donkeys, and horses are used only in special circumstances; so.'e gods wel-
come doves, cocks, and geese, but the central sacrificial breeds are cattle, sheep,
pigs, and (rather less common) goats. what these breeds r-epresented, at least
in the Homeric world, was productive wealth in its most concrete form.sT
There is therefore in sacrificial killing an element of surrender of wealth.

The prese'ce in Greek sacrifìce of "sacrifice" in the sense the word often
bears in E'giish is, to be sure, a deiicate topic where alien assumptions are
always in danger of insinuating themselves: one cannot translate "that was a
great sacritce for him" into Greek by dipping into any part of the vocabu-
lary of Greek ritual sacrifice. The nryths that speak of the requirement to
"sacrifice the fairest product of the year"58 or something similar (in the event
usually a highborn child) arc nor a rcliable guide to the everyday ideology
of sacrifìce. In such rnyths, the comnuniry is forced without explanarion
to surrender an object of great value, like polycrates throwing his ring into

55 countergift: cf. p. x. In rrvo Arcadian inscriptions, ôvoOóerv was used, rernarkably, for
"declicate" (Casabona, Vocabilaíre des sauífres,94). öyolpo: Hom. Od. 3.43g.

56. See, e.g.' TlrcsCRA 1:75 (Arte'ris, at Karapodi; cf. Ekroth, "Mear, Ma' and God," 276;Ek-
roth, "Thighs or Tails?" 1,41,144); cf. the votive from Aegira showing a deer brought ro Arremis,
Atherrs NM 1950 (ThescRA 1, pl. 3, no. 91), and the "deer" cakes brought to her i¡ Athens during
Elaphebolion parker, Polytlrcism, 468); on the imporranr iconographic evidence, not of completely
cleâr irìterpretation, from the sanctuâry of Hermes and Aphrodite at Kato Symi, see Lebesi, Tò ,Iepò

coô 'Ep¡rf, 1:773-36;Prent, cretan sanctuarits, 345,5g7,647 (rvild goâr); note roo rhe boar shown
onalostcampanianvase(theRainorevase:D.Gill,crc¿Þ CultTàbles [Newyor.k, 1991],g3 u4,with
fig. 29). On fish see T7¡esCR4 1:81,95 (the whole article is a valuable archaeological vacle rnecun);
Gebauer, Ponrpe wú Th1,5ia,744-45;B.Kowalzigtn Anitnal saufrrc in the creek worlrt, ed. S. Hitch and
I Rrrtlrer{ord (Canibridge, 201 1). For ancient lists ofrnirnals used in sacrifice, see Stengel, OpJert:räudte,
222-33; lor htertry evidence on wild anirnals and fish, ibid., 1,97 202.

57. On sacrifice and wealth, cf. de Heusch, Saoifce ín Afrita,2O3.
58. Eur. r 20-21; cf. S. Georgoudi, "À propos du sacrifice hurnan en Grèce ancienne: Re-

rnarqlres critiques," ArchíuJiir Religíonsgevhichte 1 (1999):62-82,at 71. on (nrostly nrythical) selÊ
maiming, see the brilliant study of H. S. Versnel, "SelÊSacrifice, Cornpensation and the Anonymous
Gods,"in Sacrífce dans I'antíryift, 135-85: wi Burkert, Tlrc creatíon o;f the Sacred (canbridge,Mass.,
1996),3+40.
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the sea. This is selÊmaiming pure and simple. But few Greek sacrifices are

at all like that. The nearest approach perhaps lies in the very rare practice of

throwing victims, horses especially, live into rivers or the sea, for Poseidon or

the river in question.se It represents an intense and extreme way of achiev-

ing communication with the deiry; the communication comes through the

symbolic link of horses with rivers and the sea, the extremily fr-om the waste

of a higtrly valuable anirnal. Norrnal Greek sacrifice, however, is not under-

stood as pointless and self-punishing renunciation, but as the renunciation for

another's benefit known as a gift.

All the same, the wealth you give away, with whatever hope of return, you

no longer have; the wealth embodied in the sacrifìced animal has been used,

not stored, and is not available to use again. If one made sacrifice at a public

shrine, one was obliged to surrender perquisites of substantial value, which,

though ultimately benefiting the priest, were sometimes presented first to the

god or said to belong to him; the sacrificer lost the use of them, in favor of
god,/priest.60 J. Z. Smith has pointed out thât globally sacrifice is characteris-

tic not of hunters but of pastoralists; with poised irony he suggests that, were

it good method to seek an "origin of sacrifice," the best place to look might

be the ambiguous emotions þut not guilt) of the stock raiser-perhaps we

should rather say, since sacrifice is a collective activity, the "stock-raising

society"-*ho must both inc.ease and selectively culi his herd.61

59- Honr. Il, 21.132 (the Trojans, to Spercheios; possibly envisaged as non-Greek); Paus. 8.7.2

(Argos, in the past); Diod. Sic. 5.4.2 (indivicluals sink srnaller victims, the city sinks bulls, into the

lake beside the well Kyane in Syracuse); Harp. r 7 róOetoç ó rcx0rÉpevoç eÌç tò néÀayoç ct¡LvóE

(citing Lysias fr.287 Carey, Meliton FGIH 345 F 1); Aned. Beþþ. 1.270.8 ráOetov' poOv nvcr
raOré¡rsvov eiç rÌ¡v OúÀot,ov tQ llooerôôvr Oooíav; cf. R. Koch Piettre, "Précipitâtions sâc-

rificielles en Grèce ancienne," in Cuísine et autel,77-100 (esp. 87 on the element of conspicuous

waste). That the animals are alive when thrown in is explicit in Hom. 11.21.132 (and in a nryth in
Plut. Conu sept. sap. 20,1638), probable in the other cases. ,\ very spectacular rite is âttested for
Rhodes by Festus s.v October Equus: Rúorlil...4uolanis quadrígas Solí conseratas ín nare iar:íunt, quod

is tali curríulo fertur círunnueli numtlwn. Despite the diflerence in addressee and perioclicity, scholars

âssociate this rite with the Rhodian festival Hippokathesia (I-SS 94.8-14, which, howeve¡ refers to
ordinary sacrifìce; ILíndos 490.17),celebrated every eight yexs (ASAtene 30-32 11952-541:256-59,
no. 5), which they take to honor Poseidon: D- Morelli, I rulti in Rodi @isa, 1959), 65-6 6,98-99, 169.
Non-Greek parallels in Nilsson, C¿s¿Íírûte,237 n. 1;Festus (s.v. Hippiu$ knows of an eight-yearly
throwing of lour horses into the sea among the Illyrians. On a much humbler level, the throwing of
cakes into springs is forbidden in LSCC 1.52.

60. See belorv nn. 70-71 on table offerings and "entrails on hands and knees." For priestly
perquisites said to belong "to the god," see, e.g., SËC 28.750 (NCS¿ 24), LSCG 55.9-11;Stengel,
Opferbrauthe, lT0-71.

61. Smith, "Domestication of Sacrifice,"n. 13 above. There are some signs that the tirning of
sacrifices in Greece was detennined by the logic of the stock-rearing year, with sacrifìces being most
lrequent when there was an abundance of surplus young aninals:M. Jameson, "Sacrifice and Animal
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Sacrifice is a gift to the gods that permits conr¡runicarion berwee' god
and man; it is also the indispensable prerequisite for human feasting. can
this double aspecr be explained? This may belong to the orier of questions
that veyne's warning should discourage one from posing. But it is worth

'ecalli'g one of the classic theories of sacrifice, the "communion,, theory
of Robertson smith.62 Robertson Smith saw the rite as â corning together
of man and god through rhe basic form of human sociabiliry the feast. The
sacred banquet forges bonds both between men and between man and god;
the emphasis can shift in either direction, toward sociability or towarcl com_
munication with a god, as the situation dictates.. In plato's symposium too,
sacrifice and divination are spoken of as aspects of ,,the mutual association
of gods and morrals" (f¡ æepì Oeoóç te rcrì. av0póæouç fipòç al.l,Í¡l,ouç
Kotvovío¿)'63 As presenred by Robertson Smith, the theory contained the
further proposition that what was eaten at the sacred banquet was in a sense
the god himself. This disastrous addition, an amalgam of trre christian Eu-
charist with nineteenrh-century theories of the totemic animal, inevitably
br-ed resistance to the whole approach. stripped of that excess, the theory
has considerable appeal..a God is present because, on the rare occasion of a
meat feast, ûren as a gro*p feel themserves supremely wel and at peace. ,\s
a device for approaching a god, the sacrificiar feast represents, therefore, the
polar antithesis of asceticism.

There is, howeveq controversy about the kind of table fellowship, if any,that
Greek sacrifice established between man ancl god, the question whether the
rite brought together the rwo kinds or by contrast confirmed their separa-
tion. There had once been a time when "feasts were shared, seats were shared,
berween im¡nortal gods and mortal men."65 Several myths revolve around such
table fellowship: those of Lycaon and Täntalus show the abuse of ir by wicked
mortals that rendercd it unsustainable; pindar poignantly contrasts the brief
but extraordinary feliciry of peleus and cadmus, at whose wedding feasts
"gods dined, a'd they saw the royal children of Kronos on golden ,.rtr, rrrd
received wedding gifts," with the sufrerings rhar inevitably awaited them iater.,
mortals as they were.66 Later Greeks doubtless unclerstood alimentary sacrifice

Husbandry in classical Greece," tn pastorar Eco*onties in crassiar Antiquity, ed. c. R. whittaker,
87-119 (PCPS supp. 14, Cambridge,1988).

62' The theory is developed gradually through the later châprers ofRobertson Srnith,Re/rgíon
of the semítes, and sunmarized on the pelultirnâte page, 439: "-rhe fundanental idea of ancient
sacrifice is sacramental cornmunion.,'

63. Pl. Synp. 1888{.
64. Cf. Gibson, Sacrífce and Sharing, IB2-g5.
ó5. Hes. fr. 1.6-7 M/W;cf. Hom. Od. 7.201-3 (the phaeacians);paus. g.2.4.
66. Pind. Pyth.3.93-95.TäntalusandLycaon:cf.Ekroth,"Burnt,cookecrorRaw?"95-97.
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as an alrered lrrernoriâl of the prirneval time of actual table fellowship. Hesiocl

may associate the otigin of sacrifice in its present form precisely with the

ending of that lost age. He tells how it was at the time when gods and men

"disputed," or "were separated" (the Greek verb èrpívovto is macideningly

u'clear), at Mekone that Prometheus tricked Zeus into taking bones wrapped

in fac as his portion; Zeus's subsequent revenge on Prometheus locked us into

the imperfect wor'ld in which we now 1ive.67

J. P Vernant has built on this myth to give what one might call a world-

ordering view ofGreek participatory sacrifice. Sacrifice is an expression and

rc-creation of the separation between gods and men. The immortal gods

above receive smoke and incense, incorruptible substances, only; rnortals feed

on putrescent flesh. The third species, that of animals, is confirmed in its
separate role as a means of communication between gods and men. Each sac-

rifice puts the differrnt species of the world in their place. And this symbolic

re-creation of the world is a large part of what gives Greek participatory

sacrifice its religious charge.68 But it seems necessary to charge an intet-
preter for once not with Christianrzing but with Vedianizing asstlmptions.

According to the Brâhmânas, every sacrifice is a repetition of the original

cosmogonic act, which was itself a sacrifìce.6e Vernant distinguishes, it is true,

his understanding of Greek sacrifice from Vedic, which is not rnerely world
ordering but cosmogonic. But he still ascribes to it a foundational role in
Greek understanding of the order of things.

Yet the Greek situation was entirely different from the learned Brâhmanas

tradition. The myth told by Hesiod was not tepeated at every Greek sacri-

fice; strangely enough, it is not even alluded to by any åuthor of the classical

period. Greek sacrifice was entirely unâccompanied by exegesis; there is no

reason to think that it was perceived as repeating a world-ordering act. And,
as several scholars have observed, actual sacrificial practices conflict with the

67. Hes. Theog.535-36.
68. See,e.g.,Religiongretrlue,relígionsantíEtes (Paris,1976),31 (EnglishedinMortalsanrllnrnortak,

280-81); cf. J. L. L)urand in Cuísínc of Sacrfirc, 104 (155 in the Fr. orig.), "Un nronent où le nronde
se nret en place sous le regard des dieux"; Durand, Cíty of l¡69¿5, 53, "Eating nreat rneâns re errrcting
around the smoking and bloody altar the very order ofthe nniverse" ("Manger la viande éqrrivaut

chaque lois à rcnettre en place autour de I'autel ftunnt et ensanglanté I'ordrc rnêrne de I'univers.")
For cornparable claims about sacrifice in Inclo-European ideology, see B. Lincoln, Death, lVar, and

Søcrf re (Chicago, 199 I), 1 67 -7 5.

69. S.Lévi,LadoúrinedusatríjcedanslesBrâhnanas(1898; 2nded.,Paris, 1966),82: "Lelieuorì
converge l'univers"; cf. M. Biardeau and C. Malamoud,b sacrifce dans I'Inde ancíetue (Pxis,7976),
14-23: "Le sacrifice conrnre principe cosmogonique"; in brief McClymond, Beyond Sauetl Víolenrc,

141'-42. On the character of the Brâhnanas,Lêvt,77: "Le sacrifice est une combinaison savante et
compliquée d'actes rituels et de paroles sacrées." It is noteworthy to Herodotus that every Persian
sacrifice required the presence of a tnagos, who rccited a theogony (Hdt. 1.132.3).
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notion, so faniliar from literature, that the gods' share of sacrifìce comes to
them only in the form of smoke.7. In addition ro the portion burned for them
on the altar, it was a conrrlon practice to set out further offerings, ofraw'reat
and other foodstufTs, on a table for the gods. These table offerings cornmonry
went in the end to priests as perquisites, bur this characteristic piece of reli_
gious double accounting does not affect the point that at an ideal levei this raw
meât was given to the gods. cooked entrails too could be placed on the hancls
or knees of divine images before passing to the priest.71 Sacrifices as actually
performed, therefo'e, were not based on an ontological clistinction ber,uveen
flesh-eating men and gods content with smoke alone.

That point aside, is it true that sacrifice affirms the gap between gods and
mortals? Two perspectives on the issue are possible. On a very large view,
participatory sacrifice as the G'eeks knew it was indeed a product of the great
divide. Men still shar-e an animal with the gods because they once shared a
table with them too;now, however, the rwo breeds rive and eât apârt. But this
cosmogonic perspective was one that Greeks seldom had reason to adopt.
That gods were gods, men r¡en, and that a radical divide existed between the
two species was a basic clatum of experience, a thing taken for granted. In
an everyday perspective the issue was to communicate with the gocls across
the great divide, and in that perspective the point of sacrifice was precisely
to create a bridge.

Anthropologists distinguish between conjunctive sacrifices, those designed
to bring men into beneficial contact with supernatural powers, and disjunc-
tive sacrifices, those that separate them fi-om malevolent or polluting powers
and other sources of danger.72 In those terms Greek participatory ,...ifi..
is unquestionably to be seen as conjunctive. Gods *.r. .r.g.d in prayers to
"conre" and ro "receive" their offerings; describing a sacrifice iÀ oayrsey
book 3, F{o'rer mentions the human participants and adds, ,,And 

Athena
came to r-eceive her offerings";73 in doing so, she behaves just like the dei_
ties shown on votive reließ standing behind altars to which worshippers are
leading a victim. Ar the ideal rever, gods attend their sacrific"r, 

"rrJ 
,rr. g.p

70' See, e'g.' L. B¡uit Zaidman in Cuisíne et auter, 3r;G. Berthia,nre, ibid.,241-50 (who, how-
eve¡probably consigns too rnuch real nreâr ro the gods:Ekroth, ,,Thighs 

orTails?,'127_2ò). on table
offerings, see D Gill, Cteel< Cult ?å/es (NervYork, i991) (the essential alreacly in his article i¡.FII"R
1974); Ekrotlr, Sauifcial Rituals, 136-40; Ekroth, ,,Meat, Ma' and God.,,, 267-.6g.

71. SeeGraf,NordionischeKilte,40-41,or.e.g.,LSS129.4_6,Ar.Au,51g_19,8a1.7g0_g3.
72 See, e g., Beattie (n. 37 above), 38, adduci'g de Heusch. Sirnilarly, E. E. Evans-pritcharcl,

Nuer Relígíon (Oxford, 7956),275,cttesGeorges Gusdorf lor the iclea that sacrifice .,is 
macle not only

to the gods but against the gods.',

73' Horn' Od'3435-36;aspeakerinAth.8,363D-Fdrawsthecorrecrconclusiolfromrhispas-
sage' otr the deity awaiting worshippers at the artar in art, see Gebauer, pompe unrl rhysia, 4g9-90.
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between the rwo worlds is bridged; this point is central' The two conceptions,

of the god as invisibly present and as enjoying the scented smoke from on

high, coexist in unresolved but unproblematic tension'

th"r" also existed a rite of theoxenia, "god entertaining'"74 A table of

foodstuffs was prepared and a couch with a coverlet was set beside it, on

which an image of the god might be placed. ,\s a word, heroxenia, "hero

entertaining," is much less com¡non, but the practice of setting out a table

for heroes and heroines is very well known from Attic calendars.Ts Strictþ

perhaps theoxenia should be distinguished from sacrifice, since the foods

served to the gods were predominantþ vegetarian, as at ordinary human

meals, and were placed on a table, not burned. But there is evident continuify

between entertaining a god with table plus couch and the simpler practice of
providing table olferings alongside sacrifice; theoxenia goes a step further in

make-believe assimilation of the god to a human guest. And we have recentþ

learned that at Selinus, and in the cult of the Corybantes in Erythrai, the

procedures of sacrifice and of theoxenia were thoroughly intertwined.T6

Â fragment of Bacchylides invites the Dioscuri (the commonest recipients

of theoxenia) to the entertainment prepared for them: "'W'e have here no

bodies of oxen, no gold, no purple coverlets; but friendly hearts, a sweet

Muse, and delicious wine in Boeotian cups." Greek poets of the Roman

period and their Roman followers imitated this style of invitation in poems

inviting powerful human patrons to dine: a difference in status and wealth is

acknowledged but the attempt still made to achieve a temporary intimacy-77

Neither at sacrifice nor even at theoxenia rituals, it is true, did the Greeks

claim to be recovering the primeval table fellowship of man with god: in

theoxenia, mortals might dine under the same roof as the god, but the god

74. M. H. Jameson, "Theoxenia," in Ancient Greele Cult Practice,35-57; Veyne, "Inviter les

dieux"; L. Bruit Zaidman inThesCRAIl,225--29. For theoxenies as based on "Dinge, wie sie eben

auch die Menschen essen," see Meuli, "Opferbräuche," 194-95; Ekroth, Sacriicíal Rituals, 282.

75. See especially the Marathon calendar, SEG 50.168,face A col. 2. The relation ofsuch tables

tothoseshownintheveryfrequenttypeofthe "banquetinghero"reliefisdisputed(I)entze4Baøquet
couché,513*27),1:ut some connection is hard to doubt.

76. In Jameson, Jordan, and Kotansky, Se/íøoøs (NGSL 27), A 13-16, a sacrifìce is followed by

preparation of table, couch, and coverlet; meat, presumably from the sacrifice, is placed on the table,

and a portion ofofferings from the table is burned. In A 18-20 a table is again placed after a sacrifìce,

and the instruction follows to "burn a thigh and the offerings from the table and the bones" (trans.

the editors): cf. G. Ekroth, "Bare Bones," in Animal Sacrfice (n. 56). Erythrai: SEG 47 .7628.5-7 ,fees
payable ifanyone "entertains the gods" (the Corybantes) on the public altars. But Ekroth's ârgument,

"Burnt, Cooked orRaw?" 102,from a supplemented text (/GLSM3.47 [new text of ISCG 90]) for
the use of roasted meat in theoxeny is insecure.

77. Bacch. fr.21 ap Ath. 11.101,5004-B; cf.Hor. Od. 1.20,with Nisbet/Hubbard's intro-
ductory note.
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FTGURE 4. Theoxenia: the Dioscuri arrive on horseback at a table spread for them. Clay votive
relief, Taranto, Museo Nazionate, 4118; photo museum, reproduced by permission ofthe Ministero
per i Beni e le Attività Culturali-Direzione Regionale per i Beni Culturali e Paesaggistici della Puglia-
Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici della Puglia.

had his own table,78 and there.was no âttempt to localize precisely the where-
abouts of the god who "came" to "receive" sacrifices. The diflerence in na-

ture between man and god was irreducible; these rituals, however, did what

78. So Veyne, "Inviter les dieux : 4,10-11,20,24;L. BtuitZaidman in Cuisine et autel, 40-42. In
some Greek families, stories were told of a forebear who had entertained the Dioscurt (Hdt. 6.727 .3:

Pind. Nez. 10.49-51), presumably in person; but these were stories of an earlier time. No goddess,

Veyne notes,20, receives theoxeny
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they could. (Note, however, that a ritual formally very similar to theoxenia

.o,rld 
"1ro 

be appiied to polluting spirits with whom intimacy was certainly

not desirecl.Te Here the gestul'e of hospitality was aimed to âppease the recipi-

ent and thus end a relationshiP')

A Labyrinth of Variations: Nonstandard Forms of Alimentary

Sacrifice

Not all ritual killings lecl to human dining, even apart from those such as pu-

rifications and oath sacrifìces that were nol cast in the idiom of foodstufß at

all. Animals and accompanying vegetable offerings could be burned whole,

or (for water deities) thrown into water, or (in the cult of the dead) simply

abandoned. The word "destruction" is often used in this context, though

it has been pointed out that "removal" was really the result sought. An in-

termediate form has been identified and termed a "moirocaust," "partial

burning":80 here more meat wâs burned for the recipient than usual but the

majoriry was still left for human consumption. ,\n inscription fìrst published

tn 2004 suggests that the valuable pelt was sometimes, and perhaps regularly,

taken off before an animal was burned whole; in another form the meat

might be eaten but the pelt added to the flames.s1

Karl Meuli assigned such practices an origin quite different from that of
ordinary participatory sacrifices: he saw the holocaust as deriving from the

cult of the dead, and explained it by the kind of destructive rage displayed

by Achilles after the death of Patroclus in the lliad: my friend is dead, let

79. See LSS 11,5 B 29-39 (RO 97.1 1 1-21), with the conlnlentary in RO; also Jameson, Jordan,

and Kotansky, Se1ûrors (NCSL 27) B 3-7 as supplenrented in 4 by the editors (for other views see

NCSL ad loc.). Cf. p. 147 below on "disjunctive sacrifice."

80. Rerrioval: J. Svenbro in Cttísíne et aúel, 277 24. Moirocaust: S Scullion, ZPE 132 (2000):

763-71; ct. Ekroth, Sarr¡firlal Rítudls,313-18; Ekroth, "Burnt, Cooked or Raw?" 89-93. Where

extra nleat lvas burned, the recipients were either the kinds ofgod who might be given holocausts

(Zeus Meilichios, at Selinous), heroes/heroines (Heracles, on Thasos and perhaps at Miletus; Senrele

on Mykonos), or hero-like figures (the ancestral Tritopatores at Selinous). Different types of {ìgure

seem to be iuvolved when the skin is destroyed: Artenris at Erchia, the Graces on Cos (for refer-

ences see Ekroth, Sarr¡lìrial Rítuak,217-25). The position is complicated hrrther if J. Prott is right
(Leges Craeconnn sauae fLetpzig,1 896], 1:1 5-16), that the back (plus, in the first case, shoulder blade)

"cut out" from several offerings on Mykonos (LSCC 96.7 , 72-13, 30-31: for Poseidon Tellrenites,

Demeter Chloe, Apollo Hekatombios) was burned; as he observes, the specifìcation "a libation ts

poured over the shoulder-blade" points strongly thât way
81. Skin saved: S. Scullìon, "sacrificial Norms, Greek and Senlitic: Holocausts and Hides in a

Sacred Law of ,\ixone," in Norrr¿ relígieuse, 153-69, comrnenting on S,EG 54.214. Skin burned: see

previous note.
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everything else die too.82 But, many other difficulties aside, there is no reason
to think that the holocaust sacrifìces occasionally listed in sacrifìcial calen-
dars, amid those of the other ki'd, we'e conducted with the savage passion
of the greatest of epic heroes. The calendars list hoiocausts, moirocausts,
and ordinary participatory sacrifices indiscriminately. This last consideration
invalidates the sharp distinction impiicitly drawn in The cuisine of sacrffice

between sacrifices followed by a banquet, sole subject of the book, and all
other kinds. This distinction is particularly surprising given the strong struc-
turalist irnprint on The Cuisine o;f Sacríjce. Sacrifices thar do and do nor end
in a feast are listed in the same sacrificial calendars; the terms applied to them
(Oóerv, êvayí(erv) and the pracrices associated with them (libations with
and without wine) are often contrasting pairs defined by mutual opposition:
they iook like components in the sa're structu.e or system that ought not to
be analyzed in isolation one from the other.

It may seem that the holocaust confronts us with a choice: either we
nrust nrake the absolute but illegitimate separation made rn The cuisine of
sacriJìce between the majority of sacrifices thar were followed by a feast and
the minoriry that were not; or we rnust abandon the tie between sacrifice
and feast altogether. But the dichotorny is too extrene. In its conxnonest
form, an alimentary sacrifìce is a combination of food offering to a deiry
and feast. Sometimes the element of "food offering" is nominal only, and
what prrdominates is the feast. Occasionally the feast (anong humans) is

suppressed completely, and only the r-ecipient dines. But sacrifice plus feast
(accompanied by libations of wine) is certainly the dominant and normarive
form. Discrepancies are explicitiy signaled in the sacrifìcial calendars: a sheep
for x, burned whole, sober. They are variations on a theme.

Such variation on a theme is a characteristic rnechanism of ritual, and one
that sacrifice invites in particular, because at its center is a body, a ready object
of symbolic manipulation. when sacrifices to expiate incest were performed
by the Nuer and Dinka, the animal was cur longitudinally down the middle
in such a way as to cut the sexual organs into two halves.83 Ât funerary
sacrifices alxong the Uduk, another Slrdanese people, the animal was suÊ
focated without blood being shed, to keep it inract ro serve rhe dead in the
other world. A pun in Aristophanes seems to be based on a Greek sacrificial

82. "Opferbräuchel'207-9.PlulPyrit.3l.lsperksoftheenemieskilledbypyrrhusinrevenge
for the death ofhis son as "so to speak an enagisnros."

83. G. Lienharclt,Díuinity and Experienre:The Relígion o-f the DínÞa (Oxford, 1961),285;8.8.
Evans-Pritchard describes the same longitudinal cutting (Nler Retigion, 184,276,298), but interest-
ingly his inlormants failed to nrake explicit the point about the genitals; Vl James, Tfie Lístening

Ebony, 2td ed. (Oxford, 1999), 1 28-29.
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practice of ,.cutting the tongue [the organ of speech] for the herald."sa The

Llood of an animal sacrificed to a river could be poured directly into it, not

as usual onto an altar.85 In such cases (which could be multiplied many tirnes),

the whole rite has not been invented as a vehicle for the trânspârent symbol-

ism; these are adaptations for particulâr purposes of a dominant form, "spe-

cial functions" to which the general schema is turned in the phraseology of
Hubert and Mauss. Holocausts and moirocausts and other sacrifices without

a fu]l Gast can be seen as similar adaptations, though with symbolism often,

alas, much less transParent.

The rare prâctice of throwing victims live into rivers or the sea was dis-

cussed above. As for offerings burned whole, in the cult of the gods the prac-

tice was rare, and the victim was usually a small one such as a piglet. These

at least are the conclusions to be drawn from the epigraphical evidence. The

picture changes if we admit the testimony of Pausanias, but therc is reason to

doubt whether "potlâtch holocausts" such as he occasionally describes oc-

curr-ed earlier.s(' The "rise of the holocaust" between the fourth century BC

and the second century AD þut where in that period?) becomes therefore

a theme for investigation: but not in this place.87 The small victim of the

classical period often served as a preliminary or subsidiary offering within a

longer ritual sequence; a distinctive verb "to pre-burn" (æporutteîv), which

acknowledges this preliminary function, occurs once.B8 Â pig burned whole

âs a preparation for the ordinary sacrifìce ofan ox can be seen as an intensi-

fied version ofthe burning ofa portion for the gods in ordinary sacrifice.

There remains a small but obstinate group of holocausts that do not pre-

pare for a subsequent rite. It is temptillg to apply here the distinction between

"conjunctive" and "disjunctive" sacrifices: the holocaust or quasi holocaust

woulcl be a disjunctive sacrifice that created a separation from a power whone

84. Ar. Pnx 1110. In surviving sacred larvs the tongue goes rather to the priest (Stengel, OprËr-

bräwhe, 772J7);but note the krvely ad hoc rule at Erchia (LSCG 18 E 49-58) where the sacrifice

to Hernres is performed by the herald.

85. ¿SCG 96.34-37; cf. Hom. ll.23.146-48. Iì. Koch Piettrc in Cuísite et autel,87-89,stp-
poses that the l¡odies were then burned, but I see no reason why they could not have been eaten.

86. See below, pp. 167-69.
87. The issue is not just the rnass holocausts discussed below Holocausts for heroes art far

nrore freqtrent in Pausanias than in earlier evidence (see G. Ekroth in Hero Cult,145-58; cf. Ekroth,
Sauíficial Rinals, 307 8); in a well-excavated case, though the hero cult lor Palaimon/Melikertes at

the lsthmus goes back on literary evidence to the archaic period (E. R. Gebhard ¿nd M. \V Dickie
in Hero Cilt, 159 65), the regular holocausts of bovines begin c. AD 50 (E. R. Gebhard and
D. S. Reese in Greek. Satríjdal Ritual, 125-53) and doubtless âttest â Roman-period reconstructiol
(M. Piérart, Kerttos 77 (1998):85-109).

88. RO62(¿SCG151) 812-l3.HeraclesonCosrcceivesonthesamedaybothaburnedoÊ
fering and an ordinary sactifice, but apparently in diflerent places: ibid. C 8-15.
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the worshippers wished to accord the necessary honor only f.om a safe dis_
tance. 'when in Smyrna a black ox was cut i'pieces and bur.ed for ,.raven_

ing hunger" (literally "ox hunger," BoóBproottç), ir is eãsy to identify the rite
as one of separation; one may suspect that the black bull wâs seen as embody_
ing BoóBprrlo'ç. Ä holocaust to the Eu'renides, figures whose grove pru-
dent persons passed by silently with eyes down, is 'ot a surprise either. The
sâme explanation might fit holocausts to heroes, in the minoriry of heroic
sacrifices that had this form. The practice of depositing "meals for Hecate,',
the dangerous goddess, at the crossroads is a modei exanple of a somewhat
different form of disjunctive offering.8e

But the'e are nany contexts where separation might seem desirable yet
the sacrifice was not a holocaust. one might think that a plague wâs an
occasion calling for a disjunctive offering if ever one did. yet, in Homer's
depiction at leasr, the Greeks ate of the hecatomb that they brought to,\polio
at the end of llìad book one (430_74). No holocausr for Apollo, rhe sender
of plague, is to rny knowledge ever attested. The most astonishing pr-escrip-
tion in the altogether astonishing Lex Sacra from Selinous is the last: ,,when

(sonreone) wishes to sacrifice to the elasteros, sacrifice as to the imrnortals, but
let hinr slaughter (so that the blood flows) into the ground." An elasteros is jn
all seeming a polluti'g spirit, yet it receives sacrifice as ro rhe gods, with the
single exception that the blood is directed roward rhe underworld. There is
no sign that sacrifices to "gods who avert evil" or that those involved in the
process known as "sacrinìcing out" (an ill omen, a crime, a pollution) could
not be eaten.eo

conversely, holocausts occur in contexts where there is no obvious need
for disjunction. 'why 

shouid rhe men of the Attic deme of Erchia, say, seek
separation frorn "zeas overseer (Epopetes)" to wirom they made an ân-
nual holocaust sacritce of a piglet on rheir "hin"?'why was it Xenophon,s
ancestral custom to make holocausts of pigs to ZeuLs Meilichios?el Much

89 Bo'brostis: Merrodorus FGrH 43 F 3 ap. i)lLrt. euaest. conu 6.g.1, 694 A-8. E'nrenides:
x Soph. oc 42,Pats.8.34.3 (holocausts sacrificed by orestes i' the peloponnese); Soph. oc
125 33. But participatory sacrifices to thenì were also possible, Janreson, Jordan, ancl Kotansky,
se/úrors (NGSL 27) A 8-9, r' Soph. oc 489, ? paus. 2. 1 1.4, paus. g.34.3 (oresres, seconcl sacrifice).
Meals for Hecate: A. Zografou in ThescRA 2:229-31; cf . n. 79 on "disjunctive,,, theoxeny.

90. Jarrreson, Jordan, and Kotânsky, se/lrroø.s (Ncsl 27) B 12-13. ,,Gods who averr evil,,:see
Parker, Polytheisn, 413-14; that they receive normal sacrifice is noted by Burkert in Sacrfice tlatts
I'antiquitë, 123. The killing ofa red he-goat ro avert "disease or [] or cleath,,for Apollo the Averter
outside the gates of Cyrene (RO 97 I¿SS 115] A 4-7) sounds like a classic "destroying the e¡rbocli-
nrent ofevil" offering; but the verb used is Oóerv. "sacrifìcing out": see LSJ s.v ðr0óo; Ärist. Atlt.
Pol. 54.6; J. Gìbert, HSCP lOI (2003):1(t7 77.

91. ¿scc 18 y 19-25;xen. Anab.7.8.4. on these proble'rs see Scullion, "olympian a'cr
clrthonian," 111 (and the reservarion p. 285 n. 7 below); Ekroth, sacrijcíal Rintak, 240 41; on
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here remains thoroughly uncertain. Only a limited range of gods appear to

receive holocausts whether selÊstanding or preliminary The observation (if

it is sound!-these things ale not so easy to control) that Zeus quite often

receives holocausts whereas Artemis, say, and Apollo never do is important. It

supports the view that the issue is not one of situation (the need for separa-

tion) but the character of the god.

A context where, by contrast, the idea of disjunctive sacrifice is clearly

helpful is the cult of the dead. The two verbs 0óetv and èvayí(elv ar.e some-

times explicitly contrasted;e2 when they are,0óerv denotes sacrifices followed

by dining, èvcryíÇerv destruction or removal sacrifices. The primary refer-

ence of èvo(Tí(etv is to offerings made to the dead. It looks as if the practice

of killing an animal as a TIpoogú|rov, "prelininary slaughter offering," at

funerals went out of use between the fifth and fourth centuries;e3 thereafter

the offerings (whether at the funeral, or commemorative) removed from

hurnan use by the rite of êvayí(erv will have consisted of such things as

cakes, seasonal fi-uits, flowers, and libations. But èvuyi(erv could also be used

of animal victims burned whole for heroes;ea for one ritual idiom through

which heroes could be treated wâs as dead mortals, if still receiving rather

grander offerings than did ordinary men. Such a heroic holocaust might be

accompanied by a "blood glutting" (uipcrrotpía), whereby the blood of
the animal victim was poured onto the ground to seep down to those below.

(There also existed a compromise form in which the blood was poured

into the earth but the animal still eaten.)es There is an obvious possibility of

the possible influence of the hero Epops, rvho receives a holocanst in the sarne calendar, on Zeus

Epopetes,Burkert,HornoNecans, 183; clA.IHollis,ZPE93(1992):11 13.Ekroth,Sar:rficialRítuak,

307,326, suggests that a distinction rnade by some anthropologists between low- and high-intensiry

rites (i.e., routine rites versus those responding to a crisis) might bear some relation to the thysía/

holocaust distinction, but notes rhrt regular. c.rlenclrically regulated holocausts do not fit the model;

even an advocate ol it concedes that it is an observerì distinction that fails to track the distinctions

in actual sacrificial practice with precision fl. van Baal, "Offering, Sacrifìce and Gift," Nunen 23

11976l:161 :78).

92. Hdt.2.44; E Pfister, Dcr Relíquienkult im Alternmt (Berlin, 1909),468.

93. See the encìnote to this chapter
94. Holocausts for gods were never so designatecl, even if the meat received objectively exactly

the same treâtment in the rlvo cases. Confusingly, burned offerings to heroes could be designated

either with the Èvoyí(erv or with the "burn" vocabulary The burned offerings to heroes in the

Erchia calendar (LSCG 18) are examples ofthe latter: they sound exactly like burned offerings to

gods. The verb rcpæo0v is in sacral usage synonymous with rcrierv, burn; how it acquired that sense

is a nystery (Stengel, Opferbräuúe, 166-68; a different view in P Chantraine, D ittionnaíre é4unologique

de la langue grecque fParis, 196Íì-80], s.v rapnoôv).
95. See, e.g., Jameson, Jordan, and Kotansky, Se/iloøs (NGSL 27) B 12-1,3; Paus. 10-4.10; R.

Parker in Greele Sacrijdal Ritual, 41-42. On blood glutting, Ekroth, Sauficíal Rituals, 17 7-77; on the
mixed lorn, which she associates especially with military heroes, ibid.,257-68.
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aligning the Oóerv/ èvayí(erv distinction with that berween conju'crive
and disjunctive sacrifices: the gods live apart from us and contact with them
needs to be established; the dead nust be first separated fronr*mortals and
then kept separate. êvcxyí(erv is generally supposed to contain in it the root
&yoç/xuyoç denoting the sacred in its most dangerous and unapproach-
able form: êvayí(erv is to give something over to that sacredness and put
it beyond the human sphere.e6 An offering made to the dead or to heroes

assimilated to them might be described as a "feast;'bur one in which no
human would care to participate.eT

Variation in the use of meat and skin and blood was only one of the
variations that occurred in sacrifice. others included the choice of victims
(species, age, sex, color), the manner of killing, the types of altar thar were
used, the accompanying libations, whether "carrying away" of the meat was
permitted; also perhaps, if less often, the time of day at which the rire was

performed, the direction in which participants faced, and so on. The inven-
tory of differences here is enormous and every new sacrificial regulation
that is published adds to it, one might almosr say. Pamerns cerrainly exisr
âmong these variations, but they refuse to align with one another in any

completely systematic way.e8 There is, for instance, a close but not an invari-
able relationship between holocausts and "sober" libations, those consisting
of honey mixed with water or milk (melikraton)ee ând not (as at most sacri-
fices) of wine. All the holocausts listed in the calendar of the Attic deme of
Erchia were "sober," but not all sober offerings were holocausts; even the
sober non-holocausts, however, were made to figures who in other contexts
received holocausts or might have done so. Remarkably, the offering to Zeus
Meilichios (who received holocausts elsewhere, though not here) was "sober

9o. Cf. P.rrker, Minstna, 5-7,328-29.
97. "Feast and bloocl glutting" lor the war dead of Plataea: Plut. AristítL.27.5-6;for Achilìes:

Philostr. Her fi.f7 ß; Odysseus rcvives dead souls with blood: Hom. Orl. 10.504-40, 11.23,50;
"banquets" for undemorld powers also Aesch. Ël¿r. 108-9. Posibly the idea that the dead need
sustenance (Meuli, "opferbrâuche," 189-95) lurks in the background and partly explains the "feast-
ing" language.

98. "Non seulement le Grec possède des mots nombreux pour désigner les rites sacrificiels, non
seulement les êtres en l'honneur desquels ces rites semblent accornplis âppartiennent à cles catégories
inégales, non seuletnent on consacre tantôt des oflrandes végétales tantôt des victimes animales,
selon des rnodes divers d'imlnolation, de crémation ou de partage, rlais surtout il n'y a aucune cor-
respondence systémâtique erìtÌ€ toutes ces variations": J. Rudhardt, Notíons fondanrcntales de la pensée

relígieuse et acÍ.es constitltifs du ulte tlans la Crète dassíque (Geneva, 1958),253. On "no carry out"rules,
see p. 284.

99. See Graf, "Milch, Honig und Wein," 212. For the evidence on recipients of sober libations,

see A. Henrichs, HSCP 87 (1983): 96 98; add now the epithet'sober'applied to Zeus Epopetes itr
IC 22 2616 as read by N. Papazarkadas, Horos 17-21 (2004-9),99-101
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up to the entrails," that is, the libations switched from sober (or none) to

,rirro.r, during the ceremony, once the entrails had been roasted and eaten:

the god oscillates between rypes of sacrifice and rypes of libation alike.100 But

no ready explanation presents itself for the provision in the new sacred law

fron Selinous that the impure Tritopatores should receive libations of wine,

while their pure equivâlents al-e given "honey rnix"; the best we can say is

thar the Tlitopatores, like Zeus Meilichios, were on the margin between the

two types.1o1

It is instructive if discouraging to rrad a pâssage such as the following,

from one of the rare texts that give step-by-step instructions {br performance

of a ritual:

The [heralds] burn the piglet and the entrails on the altar, making liba-

tions of milk and honey over them; they wash the intestines and burn

them beside the altar. When they have been burned without libations,

let him make libation of honey and milk over them. . . . Let [the priest]

sacrifice over the intestines (toîq èvtéporç ênt0óetro) incense [or a

rype of cake: 0ór1] and the cakes and libations of [unmixed] and mixed

[wine] and a woollen fi1let.1o2

So even in a holocaust sacrifice, the animal was not necessarily placed whole

on the flames. r03 The inner organs could be cut out and receive elaborate diË
ferentiated treatment; and we even seem to find a progression fi-om "honey

mix" via umnixed wine to mixed wine.10a'We fumble in interpreting these

variations, and it is very plausible that different Greek communities deployed

the repertory of symbols in different ways. The basic components, how-
ever-foodstufß-ate always the same.

100. RecipientsofsoberholocaustsatErchia(LSCG18):o14-20,Basile(probablyaheroine);]
T9l5,ZensBpopetes (cf. previous note);ô 18 23 and¿ 9-15,Epops;sobernon-holocaustsu3T-43,
ZeusMeilichios("uptotheentrails");y48 53,Leukaspis(hero);ô43-(r,Tiitopatreis; e59-64,Zeus
Epakrios. For holocausts to Zeus Meilichios, see Xen. Amb. 7 .8.4; t holocaust to a hero is always a

posibiliry; for the Tritopatrcis/ores as recipients of moirocausts, see n. 80; lor Zeus Epakrios, Zeus

Epopetes in this sarne text is a parallel.

101. Jarreson,Jordan,andKotanskl,,Selinoøs(NGSL27)A9-16,withtheiragnosticconnnent
p.72.

102. RO 62 (LSCC 151) A 32-38.
103. See Scullion, in Norme religieuse, 758.
104. It is strongly stressed by Graf, "Milch, Honig und Wein," rvho argues that both sober of-

ferings and those of umnixed wine arc marks of abnornraliry since normal adult Greek males drank
mixed rvine with their meals and saw this as the lorrn of civilized existence. I3ut it is implausible to
combine such different lorms as sober and unmixed libations in a single category ofabnonnality; the

unmixed wine accompanying an oath is surely not abnormal lvine but concentrated lvine.
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Sacrifice and the Group
'w'e have wandered, in the last few paragraphs, in the sacrificiel maze. I)etails
are hard to interpret; and the coherence of a practice that is so intimately
related to eating has been challenged by sacrifices rhar are followed by no
human meal. But our starting point was veyne's warning that the institution
is one that is pushed and pulled and reshaped by co'flicting imaginings and
interests and needs. "Feasting in com¡runication with the gods" is certainly
the description that would cover most cases, but the balance shifts between
"feasting" and "communication"; and adaptations are possible that eliminate
the feast in order to establish the different forms of communication appro-
priate to different gods (or ro heroes and the dead). Another variable ought
now to be introduced. It is both conventional and surely correct to think
of sacrifice as a preenrinently communal activity, one that is per{ormed by
groups and aiso helps forrn them.105 only gluttonous Heracles sacrifices on
his own. In the canonical literary descriptions, sacrifice is rnarked by elabo-
rate prelirninaries, many of which involve a group. The participants lead the
animal to the altar in procession, form a circle, purify themselves with lustral
water, and throw a handful of barley grains at the victim; these practices are
consistently alluded to in a wide variery of texts, and their u'ifying function
was so strongly felt that "sharing lustral water" was a way of referring to
membership of a group.106

As for the evenrs that followed the kill, the great conrriburion of rhe
cuísine of sacrífice was to stress the sociopolitical importance of the sacrificial
feast. The feast had rwo parts, the irnmediate roasting and eating near the
altar of the unsalted entrails; the more leisurcly consumption, at a distance
f.om the altar or even at home, of the animal's flesh, boiled with salt in caul-
drons (or distributed raw). The rcligious power of the sacrifice inhered in its
most concentrated form in the entrails, the vital organs (in their conceprion
as weil as ours) of the animals.107 privileged participants receivecl a portion
of the roasted entrails (which could not be distribured to all), or an especially
honorable cut or â double share of the remaining meat; the right to at least

105. See rhe rexrs cited in Parker, polytheísm, 43,esp. n.27.
106. Aesch. Eum. 656; Ar. Llts. 7129-30; Eur. El, 79I-92. For the Homeric descriptions of

sacrifice, see G. S. I{irk in Sauifrc dans l'antiçrìté,41-80 (who srresses variarion$; th. rr"i¡ Atti.
descriptions are Eur E/. 783 843; HF 921-30; Ar. pax 937_1043. The collective aspecr is almosr
always present in visual depictions (van Straten, _Flierâ Kal1, pasirn).

107. See excellent pages of M. Detienne, Dionysos S/aiø (trans. M. Muell¡er ancl L. M¡ellner,
Baltirrrore, 1979, of Dionysos mís à nort, paris,1977),74-i7 (174-:79 of the Fr. orig.); also J. L.
Durand in Cukine of Saofice, 92,99 (140,148 in the Fr. orig.);van Straren, Hierà Kat,i, 190 ald in
Cuisíne et autel, 23-24. On salt see .Athenio fr. I.9-26 K/ A.
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a single ,,share" was synonymous with full membership of whatever soclo-

political group was celebrating the rite. Outsiders could be incorporated by

Leing granted the right to a "share," which could even in extreme cases be

dispatched overseas; more modestly, private sacrificers distributed portions to

absent friends, like slices of wedding cake'108

The importance of all this in the lived r-ealiry of ancient Greece can

scarcely be overestimated. The unequal distribution of meat could reinforce

hierarchies, equal distribution could negate them, a mixed mode of distribu-

tion could allow compromise between different political models. Lienhaldt

in his study of Dinka r-eligion published a cliagram of the cuts of meat on

a cow much like those that one sees in a butcher's shop, with the exception

that the parts are identified not by their names but by the rypical recipients of
them: for "brisket" tead "people of the sacrificer's câttle camp;' for "shank"

read "gir1s of the sacrificer's lineage," and so on. 10e An individual's social rela-

tions are mapped out on the body of a cow. The Cuisine of Sacrífce encour-

ages us mutatis mutandis to think about the social role of Gr-eek sacrifice in

similar terms.

These are manifest truths; and yet some conplication is needed even here.

It may not be very important that, as Greek societies grew in scale, many sac-

rifices may have ended not in a group feast but in the "carrying away" (rnen-

tioned above) of portions to the participants' separate homes. The practice

is sometimes explicitly forbidden, likeiy therefore often to have occurr-ed.110

Despite the carry-out option, true sacrificial feasts surely remained com-

monplace. They did not occur, obviously, when the meat of the victim was

burned whole. And it is doubtful both in this and in some other contexts

whether the collective preliminaries with lustral water and barley grains werr

actually peformed. Philostratus inhrs Heroiþo.ç states explicitly that "begin-

ning with the basket and the entrails" did not take place in an Èvayropa, a

destruction sacrifice, for Achilles as a hero (in contrast to a subsequent 0uoícl

to him as a god).111 Much of the religion of the Heroikos (written in the late

second century ,tD) is fantasy, but we can hope that this ritual detail is based

on sound antiquarian knowledge. The basket probably takes with it the as-

sociated rite with lustral water. An èvayropû,, as we saw, is a good candidate

108. On all this see Ekroth, "Meat, Man ancl God." Dispatch: see A. Jacqnernin, "La participa-
tton in absentía au sacrifice," in Sacrifte dntir1ue,225-34,with nry comment ibid., vi.

109. Lienhardt, Díuiníty antl Experience $n n. 83 above),24.

110. For r homely example see Herod. 4.92 93.
111. Phílostr. Her.53.11-13;on the work see C. P .Jones,JHS 127 (2001):1,41-49.
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for a rituai ofseparation, being reserved eitrrer for the dead or for heroes in
their aspect as dead mortals. perhaps then it is natural that the communar
aspect of the event should have been drastically reduced. 'wËat 

preliminaries
introduced holocausts to gods is unknown.

The doubts clo not concern cases such as these alone. one may wonder
how much collective involvement there was, say, in a clivinatory sacrifice
performed by a seer on campaign.r12 Such rituals could certainly âttract ân
attentive audie'ce, but perhaps not one that was invited to participate. The
prominence of the seer on such occasions is itself a reninder of the differ_
ence between them and ordinary civic sacrifices, presided over by a priest
or magistrate. The animal was killed to answer a specific question put to its
liver, .ot to inaugurate a 

'real; 
probably its meat was eventually eaten, but as

a matter of good housekeeping rarher rhan of religion. This is a different way
i' which the aspect "communication with the gods,,could come to prevail
over the aspect "collective feast."

w-here Kitling Matters: slaughter-sacrifices, and the problem
of the Unity of "Sacrifice"

The sacrifices discussed thus far have been what we might call ,,gift and
foodstuff" sacrifices. These divide into those, the majority, that âre part eaten
by h'mans and a'rinoriry of holocausts tiÌat are burned whole for the gods.
Even the later are gifts to identifiable recipients and normally include veg-
etable offerings alongside rhe animal victim; they are casr in the idiom of
food. The barley grains mixed with salt held by participants in mosr forms of
the rite, 1 r3 and the libations, emphasize the association with nutrition. But the
Greeks also practiced various forms of rituar kilring that were not food oÊ
ferings; even their status as offerings to a defined god can be uncertain. Here

112' or in one cotrducted in a private house and intendecl prirnarily to provide nrear for a meal.
EurnaeusinHonr. od. 14.419-36killsapigror,rrurnotrvith,agroup(nosacrificialrvordisused,
but the rite should probably be accountecr a sacrifice: see my "Eating unsacrificed Meat,,,above
n 28, 141..42). For a seer perfornring slaughter-sacrifice alone, see plut. De gerr. 27 ,sg4q. Audience:
Xen' Lac' 13'3-5. Omens rvere reported from all public s¡crifìces and this may imply the prese¡ce of
a seer, but the prcsiding role always Gll to a nìrgistrate or priest; on carnpaign the seer is in sole charge
oftheprrbattleogúyro(Th,c.6.69.2)andhasaverypronrinentroleatailsacrifices.

113. xvet.Ar.Ë4 i167,Stenger,opferbrärcrre,r3-16;onwharwasdonewithrhern,vanStraten,
Híeù Kalá, 38 39,66; on tlieir significance, F Graf in Kykeot, 121. The Boeotians usecr them for
their eel sacrifìces, FCrH 86 F 5.
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for the firsr time must be confronted the issue of definition that bedevils all

discussion ofsacrifice in every culture'114

The diffìculry is not precisely or not rnerely that sacrifice is a class the

members of which are held together not by any universally shared charac-

rerisrics but (in 'W'ittgenstein's famous phrase) by a family resemblance; in a

different metaphor'W.ittgenstein spoke of a rope that "consists of fibres, but it

does not get its strength from any fibre that rllns through it from one end to

ânother, but from the fact that there is a vast number of fibres over'1apping."11s

The problem is rather that we are not dealing with an indigenous con-

cept-as it might be crïöóç, shame-the logic of which we âre trying to

establish. "Sacrifice" is an observer's category bringing together phenomena

that the Greeks described by a variety of terrns, a variery that also changed

over time; and though those terms often overlap, they do not intertwine so

densely as to give the concept the firmness of a rope. As we have already seen,

the Greek vocabulâry extends out to include prâctices that we might wish to

exclude. The closest rnultipurpose verb in classical Greek for "to sacrifìce,"

for instance, 0Ór¡, is used in Flomer for the burning of offerings of any kind

for the gods (the related noun refers to incense); it continues to be applied

to the burning of vegetable offerings even when, after Flomer, it has come

to be applied also to the ritual killing of animals (for which Flomer has a

different vocabulary). Again, we might want to distinguish between sacrifice

conceived as a food offering, normally followed by a banquet, and ritual

killings performed for other purposes such as to ensure safe passage over â

river. And indeed Greeks tend to make such a distinction linguistically, calling

the one rite 0uoía and the other o<payrov, slaughter offering. But we find

Herodotus blithely applying the verb 0ór¡ to a oqcrr'Yrov offering.r16

114. Cf. JvanBaal,"Offering,SacrificeandGtft,"Nunten23(1976):161-78-vanBaal wishes

to distinguish sacrifice srrirro s¿rs¡r fi'otn ritual killing, 161

115. Prelirrrinary studies for rhe Philosophical lnuestigatíons, generally known rs the BIue ød
Brown Books (Oxford, 1958), 87; I take the citation fì'om R. Needham, "Polythetic Classification:

Convergence and Consequencesl' Man n.s. 10 (1 975): 349-69, which leacls into the bibliography

on these issnes.

116. Hdt. 9.62.7;cf. Casabona, Vocabúaíre des sacríices,83-84, and on the noun, 129-30.-tn-
ditional doctrine is that Oóerv has both a "marked" use in which it indicates specifically sacrifìces

fronr which rrrortals ate ancl an "unmar*ed" use for a wiclet range of killings. Ekroth, Sacrfidal Rin-
als,295-96,notes thât no unmarkecl use can be delnonstrated in relation to classical hero cult, but

has to concede that $óo/Qr¡oio are also used quite often of human sacrifices, which functionally

are orpá1ro. An author-by-author study is needed: for the unmarked use in Pausanias, see Pirenne-

Delforge, Pattsanías,227. "'Sacriñce' is a word, a lexical illusion. What exists is the t/rlsía," writes

Durancl, Cußine of Satrífce,89 (136 in the Fr. orig.). B* thusía is also a rvord, olcomplicatecl ap-

plication. Note,forinstance,0ooirxrÍntpoçæolrcrpneíoçofEur h.972.4. "lJnburnedsacrifices"
violate the requirement of destruction that Hul¡ert and Mauss, Sauftce, 17-12,took as the dividing
lirrc benvecn s,rcrìfice arrd offering.
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There is then real doubt as to what is to count as a sacrifice ancl what not;
and a sarnpling of the anthropological literature reveals that sinrilar proble,,'s
of vocabulary, and similar uncertainties, occur very widely.- was it â sâcri_
fice when a piglet was srain before a neeting of the asse'rbry at Athens and
its body carriecl round the meeting place? The act is normally described as
a purification and no divine addressee is ever named. But the piglet rather
similarly used to purify a'rurderer could be spoken of as one .l.-.rrt among
the sacrifices made in such a case to Zeus of purification. ,{nd when the
sanctuary of ,A.phrodite pandemos at Âthens was purifiecr, the usuar piglet
was replaced with a dove, the goddess,s preferred sacrificial victim.lrT (The
overlap here is not one of language but of practice.) Thus a chain of a kind
extends from the âctions universa[y recognized as sacrifice to the purifica-
tory siaughter of a piglet.

'w'e 
are faced with an array of practices that r-esembre one another in vary-

ing degrees and, again in varying degr-ees, ar-e described in similar terms.11B
The answer to a question such as "Is the slaughter of an animar before cross_
ing a river a sacrifice?" is that there is no answer. Such a killing differs in
obvious and important respects from alimentary sacrifices. But in this and
other such cases the resemblances we'e also great enough for crossovers in
vocabulary to occur. In our inability to answer the question we fonow þutwith anxiery whe'eas they fert no need to know) the Greeks. Does that in-
abiliry rnatter? I will levert ro that question; but first the slaughter-sacrifìces
rnust be briefly described.

Befor-e a battle, both sides cor¡monly killed a goat or a ram as a .,slaughter-
victi'r" (ogúyrov). For the Sparrans ir was an offering to Ârternis Âgrotera;
in the other attested cases (mosrly,\ttic) no recipient is named.re llthagion
killings could also be made to dear with meteororogicar crises such .,.,.rd-
den and vioient srorm. "Slaves, quickly, bring a black she_lamb. A typhoon,s
on the wayl" exclaims a character in Aristophanes. A seer in Xenophon,s
Anabasis advises the ten thousa'd to "make a slaughter to the winå,', the
wind being treated as recipient.120 A form sometimes found in offerings to

117. Murder: -Ap. Rhod. ,4rgon. 4. 700_709; 0orl noLín,702. Dove: LSCG 39.23_24.
1 18. "Ä continuous field of overlapping shades of meaning or potential meaning,,: van Strarenin Cuisine et autel,26.
119' See M H Jameson, "Sacrifice before Battle,"in Hoplítes:The Classical Creek Battle Experi-

ence, ed. Y. l). Hanson, 197-227 (I_ondon, 1991). young she_goât ar Sparra: X en. Hell. 4.2.20 (which
gives the rccipient); xen. Itc. 13.8 (rvhence p\ut. Lyc.22.4);rtm:two vâses and a rerief, Jarneson,217-18;see too his "Athena Nike parapet,'(n. 146 below) tt320_24.

120. A. Frogs847-48;cf.Xen. Anab.4.5.4c<po,yto.ao,o0'r rQ dvéprp. But ,.lightning,storrns,
and thunder" could also receive what Pâusâniâs descril¡es as thysi61, paus. 8.29. 1 (Bathos, in Arcaclia);
so too could hail (ibid. 2.j4.J:Ouoiar raì ôæotôoí).
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rivers or Sea deities was to ..cut the throat into the water/river,/springs,,,so

,i", ,n" oa.d pourecl out there, water replacing earth as a recipient of the

Ot."å. tn" .orp," coulcl then be thrown into the sea' This rite resembles

O.rnrn.killingoftsphagiotttostayastormandalsotheholocaust'hurl-
i,'g,.pi".i,'gburningasameânsofrenrovalfr.onrthehumansphere.l2lAt
tvt"tt 

"rr" 
in the eastern Argolid the two halves of a white cock were carried

in opposite dir-ections around the vines, then buried, to keep off the destruc-

tir"ïirld known as Lips; the Spartans apparcntly killed horses on Taygetus

Àr similar purposes;r2t and no doubt many such practices have eluded our

sources.

A very widely establisired practice in the cult of Demeter was the throw-

ing of piglets, apparently still live, into underground pits along with cakes;

in Attica at least, the rotten remains were later retrieved and nrixed with the

seed corn.123

Important oaths were almost always sanctified by a killing. Practices var-

ied in detail. of one Greek people we tead that "when the Molossians s\'veaf

an oath, they provide oxen and bowls full of wine. They cut the oxen into

small pieces and pray that those who transgress the oath be cut likewise. And

emptting the bowls, they pray that the blood of transgressors be poured out

likewise."r2a The Molossian rite is characteristic in ernphasizing the idea of

121. CLtttirrgintotheseapluslrurling: Ap.Rhod',4r3o1r.4.1595-1602;4rr.,4n4I1.6.19.5;prob_

ablyTheoplrr.f,.709Fo.te,'bauglrap.Ath.6.79,26ID_E.NotetooCleonlenes,twospl¡r.qiollof-
f..ingr, ot* to the river E."ri,t.,., ot. to the sea, in Hclt 6 76: the former' telating to the crossing of

" 
qiå,,1ltT.* in for' from the crossi'g offerings sta'dardly ntade by Spartaus on lelvillg Spartâll

territory, of which 0óo is ahvays usecl (Thuc 5 54 1;Xen Hetl 47 2;Xen' I¡t' 13 2-3) Speak-

i'g of a similar rite perlormed ty the rirngoi at the Strymou,Herodotus uses the extraordinaty verb

rpJppureóro, z. 1 14. I . But Arrian has góco for Alexander's river-crossing sacrifìces (e g , Anab 4'4 '3) '

There re clear overhps betlveen these ad hoc sphagia to u/atery porvers and regular cult to thenl'

wherebloodcorrldalsobeporrrcclilìtowaterbutthetrreat(ptobably)e:ìtell:lìll.59arrcl85above.
722. P tns. 2. 34.2; Festus s.v. October Eqt'tus'

123. See, e.g., I Lucian p 275.23-276'28 lìabe with Patker' Pol'1'theitr' 273; Paus 9 81;

U. Krorr, ,,Frauenfeste in DeÀeterheiligtürleru: Das Thesurophorio' von llitale'ri," AA (1992):

611-50. For cleposition in the earth in the cult of L)enleter, see Hiuz, Deneter atf sízíllcrr, 53; on

Demeter and pigs, Ekroth, "Thighs or Tails?," 137'

l24.T.Gaisford,ParoentiographiGlneri(oxford,1836),126no.57(frorrrCodexCoislilriarrus
177), also printed in th. 

"pp. 
crit. to Diogenianus 3.60 Leutsch-Schneidewin. The treaty lormula of

the pater patmtus in Lilry 1.24.8 is .tt .*-11""t Rouran parallel ([ ignore Ûritlor texturl diffìcultie$:

si príor rleJexit þopulus Rottranusl prúlirc rcnsílío dolo nnlo, ttttn illo ¡lie Juppitat poptrlun Ronatnun síc

¡riito, ut ,go lr,,t,r-porcrun hic hodie Jeríant On "as ' ' so" i' oaths (cf 
' e'g ' 

Hour' f/ 3 300)' see C' A'

Faraone,JHS 103 (1993): 72-76;onHomeric oaths, M. Kitts, sarrrfed violerce in Honert sodet¡':

oath-Making Rituals atttl Narralíues (canrbridge,2005), chap. 3; on oath rituals in general' iSicker-

rrran, ,,cutting a covenant,,; I. Berti, "Grcek oath-Rituals," in Ríual atd connnuication, 181-209'
'Whether the "as . . . so" relation between animal and swearer still applies in post-Honreric oaths (that

of the Molossians aside) is uncertain: possibly the killing merely strengthens the affirmation (for these

distinctiors see Ilickerrnan, "Cuttitlg a Covenant," 15-21).
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"cutting"-to "cut an oath" was â regular expression, and swearers wer.e

often required to hold or stand on "cut pieces"12:-.nc1 probably in sug-
gesting an analogy between the fate of the animal and a pefrured swearer.

Oaths ar-e thus one of the few forms of Greek ritual killing in which there
may occur that symbolic identification between animal and human that in
anthropological literature is often seen as intrinsic to sacrifice.r26 In descrip-
tions of oath-sacrifices rn the Iliad, the animal victims are "for'2 the gods by
whom an oath is sworn, though in fact they receive no portion of thern, and
several details of the ritual follow or vary sacrificial forms: those who are to
swear wash their hands, and hair is cut from the victim's brow and put in
the swear-ers'hands (in orclinary sacrifice it goes on the altar, and participanrs
receive barley grains). 127

Later texts contain nurnerous allusions to oaths but (the Molossian case

aside) no detailed descriptions; oaths, however, continue to be sworn "over
full-grown sacred things" or "over burning sacred things" or "over new-
burned sacred things." (The vagueness of "sacred things" r-eproduces that of
the Greek, and it is not clear whether this is a different nlechanism from that
with "cut pieces," or the same differently viewed.) These "sacred things"
must have derived from sacrifìces that had recipients; and oaths were always

taken by particulâr gocls who were invoked as witnesses: once we are told
that entrails taken from an animal sacrificed to Zeus were employed to ad-
minister an oath. 128,1 change is identified by Pausanias when he says that
it was only "of old" that, as 1n Iliad 19.266*68, rhe animals by which oaths

125. What these "cttt pieces" were is never rnade explicit and rnay have varied; the pictur-
esque theory that they were the anirnal's testicles has fallen out offavor (Ilerti, "Greek Oath-Rituals"

þ. 124 abovel, 194). One srvears rvhile "cutting the tolríc" (Aeschin. 2.87,c[. Eur. Suppt. 1196),or
standingonarockwheretouiahavebeenplaced(Arist. Ath.Pol.55.5),orholclingtheentrails(Hdt.
6.68.1) or "the sphagia" (Ant. 5.12), or, in an extrente case, "standing oD tlrc toilía ofboar, raln, ancl
bull" (Dem. 23.68). A recent archaeological discovery lronr Thasos is srid to confirm that the proce-
dure ofwalking between the halves ofa slaughtered anirnal (ôro ro¡rírr:v æopeóeo0crr), better known
as a purification, could also be used to ratily an oatli (D- Mulliez, BCH, forthcorning):cf. Pl. Izg
753D, and several passages in Dicrys of Crete: lJickerntan, "Cutting a Covenant," 13; Faraone (n. 124
above),71. In a nrilitary variant auimals could be slaughtered to lnake the blood run inro an upturned
shield, into which hand or spear was then dipped (Aesch. Sepr. 43-44,Xen. Anab.2.2.9).

126. CC. rrry "Substitution in Greek Sacrifice," forthconing in It satríjce hwraín: regartls croisés

sur sa représentalíor, ed. P Bonnechere (provisional title, Liège). Note, however, that the dire fate of
the perjurer could be dilferently represented, as by the melting wax figurines of ML 5.44-51, or the
potrred wine of Hom. Il.3.300.

1.27. Il. 3.103-20, 245-301; 19.250-68.
128. Hdt. 6.67.3-68.1. "Over full,grorvn sacred things (rcrrò iepôv releírov)": Thuc. 5.47.8

and often; "burning": Sy//,3 588.81, LSCG 65.2; "new-burnecl" IC 3.4.8.8 9, OGIS 229.48; cl.,
e. g., Ètr"teÀeîv óprcopóotov êæì roô Áròç roô ltorlpoç rôr prrrpôr, LSA 13.28-2.) . A new Hel-
lenistic treary from Boubon gives an oath ôr' ê.vróp[ov]: N. P Milner in C. Schuler, eð., Críed¡isrhe
EpigrnphiÞ in Lykíen (Vienna,2007), 157.
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were sworn were not eatet1.l2e In the classical period, it seems that when a

father introduced his child to a phratry, for instance, he swore an oath to the

child's legitinracyby the same animal that also served to feast the phratores.l3o

So an original differentiation between oath-sacrifice and alimentary sacrifice

seeÍrs to have vanished or become weakened over time.

Purification was performed with the blood of a small animai, a piglet,

lamb, or puppy (or occasionally a bird). To purify a place such as a temple

or the Athenian assembly, the bleeding corpse of a piglet was carried around

it; to purify people, the blood was poured over their hands. An army was

purified by dividing a dog's corpse in two and marching it between the two

halves. Individuals suspecting bewitchment or other misfortune could have

themselves "purified alound with a puppy" or "puppied around"; we do

not know the exact procedure, but it surely entailed the animal's death.131

In the one elaborate literary account that we possess of the purification of a

murderer, the blood rite was followed by offerings and invocations to Zeus

of Purification and the Erinyes; the whole procedure is described by a word

from the 0ù- root (Oun?ro¡"iî), but the killing itself has no named addressee,

is accompanied by no prayer, and is not describecl as a sacrifice.132

Of the species usecl in purifications, pig and sheep hacl a place in sacri-

fices of every kind. Dogs werc apparently reserved for purifications and other

slaughter-sacrifices: Spartan ephebes kì1led puppies for Enyalios immediately

before a mock battle, and it was a widespr-ead custom to "carry out lthe corpses

of] clogs for Hecate to lhe crossroads," as a way of keeping the dangerous

129. 5.24.10-11. Bickerman, "Cutting a Covenant," I 7, takes the "sacred things" of the formu-
las quoted in the previous note as the entrails, and supposes that the force of the oath was locused

on them, not as in Homer on the whole anirnal, for econonúc reasons, to allow consumption of
the rest ofthe meat. The explanation is plausible but, in the phrase rotù. íepôv teÀeí<ov, iepá arc

clearly "sacrificial animals," not "entrails." I arn not sure whether the use of the verb ogcrlrú(ol
in ogalrcroOêvroç iepeíoo rbpóoopev rcr6' ïepôv, Syll.3 685.27, or o<pcryrcroúpevor rcrópoq
1válroocrv È¡ì ¡ôv Èpnóprov noreîo0crr, Polyl:. L6.37.7, proves the old Homeric practice of
destruction of the victin to have persisted in some cases.

130. SeesourcesinParker,AthenianReligion, l05.Theeatingofthemeatbythephratoresitself
had ritual meaning; we are not dealing with meat from oath-sacrifices that merely ended up in the
market, as is surely likely to have olten occurred de lacto to avoid waste (the triple offerings often
nsed ìn oaths,Berti, "Greek Oath-Rituals"[n. 124 above],794 n.66,re not merely majestic but also

very expensive). On oath and sacrifice, cf. Nilsson, Gesr/rrfite,140 47;on the role ofgods,Rudhardt,
Essai, 748-49. -A complication is that oaths were often sworn by multiple gods, whereas in sacritce
one animal went to one god.

131. Tlreophr. Char. 16.74,P1ut. Qudest. Ron, 68,2808{.
732. Ap.Rhoð,.Argon.4.698-TlT.Onallthis,seeParker,Míasma,21-22,30n.66,229-30,283

n. 1"1,370-74. Note, however, the posibility (ibid.,283 n. 1L;FCrH 356 F 1) that a sacrifìce used
for the purification ofsuppliants could l¡e eaten.
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goddess at a distance.133 lLrhy puppies we.e also killed for goddesses of birth
is unclear,l3a but analogy with the other cases suggests that they wili not have
been eaten. In general, the animals used for pre-battle killings, control-oÊthe-
weather killings, purifications, ancl (in Homer) oaths were as far as we can tell
thrown away (if hurnan scavengers chose to pick them up, that was their affair),
not eaten.13s

These various rites almost explain themselves. The power resides in the
killing itself. Specific direction can be given by the manipulation of the
body: it is carried around the area it is supposed to protect or purify, or it is

cut in half and walked through; it is cut up to prefigure rhe fâte of perjurers;

it is thrown into an underground pit as a fertilizing agent; in murder puri-
fication, the blood is treated as a kind of washing agenr, "purifying blood
with blood."'Whether, in the pre-battle sacrifice, invocations were employed
to make the animal death represent a human one, and what form thc rep-
resentation took if so, is uncertain: Was it "As we kill this goât, so let us kill
the enemy," or "Take this animal and spare us," or neither of these things?136

All that is certain is that omens were taken from the flow of the blood. As

has often been observed,137 these are powerful actions more than they are

offerings: one kills a black lamb to a ryphoon in the hope of making it stop

blowing, now All those who swear an oath must come into contact with por-
tions of the dead animal; but with that exception there is little emphasis on
collective involvement in these rites. Before battle, the army looks on while
the seer cuts the animalì throat.

133. Sparta: Paus. 3.14.9 (also rnentioning a Colophonian sacritce ofa black lemale puppy
to Hecate: botlì are conducted by night): his word is 0óro, but Plut. Quaest. Rom. 177,290D speaks

ofwhelps "cut" (èvtÉpverv) for Enyalios at Sparta (cL Cornut. Theol. Graec.21 on dog sphagia to
Ares). An offering ofboar, dog, and kid to Enyalios that appeârs in the fifth-century Lindian law
¿SS 85.28-30 may, however, to judge lron the context, have been eaten; the verb is lost. "To the
crossroads":Aristophanes fr. 209, Plut. Quaest. Ron.r.68,2808{, and 111 ,290D (where he remarks
that dogs arc consecrated to no Olynpians but are used for aversion and purification); cl n. 89 above;

other pnppy kilüngs for Hecate: Sophron 1r. 4.7 K/A,Oryh. Arg 95c).

134. X Paus. 1.1.5 (Generyllis);Socrâtes of Argos FCrH310 F 4 ap. Plut. Quaest.Ron.52,2778
(an Ârgive deity Eilioneia); Plutarch's comparison of Roman dog sacrifices to the birth goddess Gen-
ita Mana (on which see the extraordinary archaeological evidence discussed by R. Gordon, Rcuista de

historiogrcfa, 5, no. 3 12/20061: 4-14) with Grcek to Hecate (ibid.) rnay belong in rhe sane context.
Hecate was often worshipped as a birth goddess, but it is not selÊevident that the dog sacrifice should

have come over to her (and to other birth goddesses) in that aspect lrom her other aspects.

135. For oaths and purifications, see n. 132 and p. 157. For the other cases therc is no explicit
evidence, to my knowledge, but analogy suggests it.

136. Cf. "Substitution in Greek Sacrifìce (n. 126).

137. Nock,Esays,590-97 (fromÉIIR37[1944):158-59);M.H.Jameson,BCH89(1965):
1.62-63; cf. Ekroth, Sacrficial Rituals, 325 30.
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"These rites almost explain themselves," I wrote. But they do so only

if one accepts the premise that an inflicted death is charged with religious

power. The religious force ascribed to killing is one of the nrysteries at the

heart of sacrifice. Perhaps it is best frankly to admit that we do not fully

understand this force, even if we can obscurely feel it. J. Z. Srnitht tentative

appeal to the stock raiser'.s dilemma wâs mentioned above. The Neoplatonist

Sallustius explains, not very helpfully, that one can cotnmunicate with the

givers of "life," the gods, only by means of "life": they give life, and we take

it, and that claims their attention and earns their favor! "What pleasure fis

there for the gods] in the butchering of the innocent?" asks Seneca.138 Two of
the most influential writers on sacrifice of the late twentieth century,'Walter

Burkert and René Girard, built their theories on killing. I confine myself

here to the Heilenist Burkert.l3e To summarize a compiex argument briefly,

Burkert saw sacrifice as a social ritual that dealt with the problem of human,

more specifically male human, aggressiveness in two ways: on the one hand

it discharged it harmlessly against an animal victim; on the other hand, even

in regard to that discharge it created a sense of guilt which helped inhibit
aggrcssion against fellow hurnans. Burkert linked sacrifice to guilt by taking
Meuli's "comedy of innocence" and turning it on its head. The cornedy, he

claimed, did not efface the moral ambiguity of sacrificial killing, but drew

attention to it; and the arnbiguity did not concern the killing of anirnals, but
the male potential for violence. (Vernant, as we have seen, restored the com-
edy to its original way up.)

A plain man's objection to this thesis is that,as a general theory of Greek

sacrifice, it is counterintuitive. If one reads the several stately descriptions

of sacrifices in Homer, they seem to constitute almost the essence of steady,

ordered human existence. To most ears, they do not speak of murderous

violence with difficulty rcstrained and always thrcatening to burst out cata-

strophically. "They spent their days sacrificing and having a good time,"
says Herodotus of certain individuals in a characteristic phrase; Lysistrata

reproaches the Greek states for fighting each other, they who also sacrifice

together like kin.1a0 Burkert wouid counter that "having a good time" began

138. See n. 3 above. "The nreaning of this ritual lnurder'-for that is.what sacrifice is is to
appropriate for oneself the mystical strength of the victim's liG in order to be able to apply this to
one's owr goals": Bickerman, "Cutting a Covenant," 8.

139. Above all ír Burkert, Homo Nemns (the German edition ol 1997 contains arì inrportant
retrospect): cl. Víolent Orþins (n. 13 above). Among anthropologists, M. Bloch, Prey into Hunter
(Cambridge, i992), chap. 3 þut cf. pp. 6-7), and Gibson, Satrfire anrl Sharing, 156,I¡oth make sorne-
thing of the aggrcssion,/violence of sacrifìce.

140. Hdt. 8.99.1; Ar. L1,s. 7128-34; cL S. Peirce, ClAnt 72 (1993):219 66 and the texrs as-
senrbled by Casabona, l/ocal:ulaire des satrijces, L3I-33.
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after the killing had been accomplished: it was the preceding tension that
made the subsequent pleasure of 

'reat 
eating so pleasurable, the release of

aggression that made relaxed sociabiliry possible. But was thei:e in fact such
tension and such a release? It does not emerge from the combined evidence
of literary texts, art, and ritual rules that the act of killing was the central
monent in the ritual. The only emphasis placed on it was a cry (of excite-
ment, not clistrcss) raised by such women as were present (an evasive formuia,
since it is unclear how regular the presence of women was);in the one precise
reference,lal they shouted when the animal was struck down with an ax, thus
before the throat was cut and blood shed.

Treatment of the victim's blood was, it is true, almost always inportant; it
was nomrally used ro "bloody the altar" by sprinkling. This special rrearment
linked the victim's death to the gods, but did nor under-line rhe very acr of
killing. The knife enrering or even held close to the flesh of an aniinal is, as

was notecf above,ra2 seldom portrâyed in art (the treatment of the human vic-
tims of nryth, victims indeed, is significantly different);were ir never shown,
one might postulate a taboo reinforcing the "co'redy of innocence," but
occasional depiction argues mere indifference. Ritual rules show the main
function of the officia nt at 

^ 
sacrifice to have lain in one of two acts: either

"beginning the rite," probably by cutti'g some hair from the victim's brow
to place in the altar fìre,la3 or, nore conlrronly, the deposition on the altar
of the portions of the animal that werc burned for the god.to, Both see'r to
indicate that whar was central was rhe giving of the animal to the deity. This

141. HorD Od. 3.450-52, where the rvomen in question are the kin of the sacrificer. The
'EÀÀr1vrròv vópropo Oootoôoç poflq is still knorvn and associarecl wirh rvornen in the filth century
(Aesch. sept. 269;Ag 595;Hdt.4.189.3; cf.xen. Anal:.4.3. 19: Nilsson's vtew,ceschidte 150,tliat
flute rnusic rcplaced it ignorcs this evidence), but the number of women who lvill have been avail-
able at public sacrifices to perform it (priestess, Adlr¿1l¡ oros, ailetrís?) is olten uncertair t; LSA 12.25-26
(Perganrrurr, second ceutury BC) attests an ðÀoÀórrprcr. cf. Gebauer, potupe tnul rtrysia, 4g2-g6.
orr the positive character of the ololyge, see Iì. J. collins, GRBS 39 (1995): 37s-25;van Srraten in
cuis¡trc et dúel, 19, wlio cites Hon. orl. 4.7 67 , 11.6.301, Xen. Anab. 4.3.79. The timing of the o/o/r¿ge
alter a sphagion sacrifice could be diífercnt: n. 148 below

142. See p. 129.

143. ¿ss 79'31,67-62;lr''t,Antiochus 1{ dossier 18.13;sËc s4.214.32-33;cf. Eur. fl'40 (with
5(r,1154),rvliere Iphigeneia says explicitly,rcrrúplopor ¡rÉv, orpúyro ô' á),rororv ¡rél,er. cuning
the hair: Hom. Od. 3.446 rvith S. West! nore ad loc.

144. B. C. Petr¡kos,Oi'Eæryp'qÈç roû'eporæoô (,{thens, 1977),no.27 (LSCC69)25 29
(along with "pray over tlie offering," rateó1eoOcr tôv iepôv); Isaeus g.16, ,{rri an Anal:. 7 .25.4;
Is¿¿ cos 145.10-11,216 13 1r-12 þy s'pple'rent also 3.9, 15.9, rj7.14);s,EG 55. 926.8-9,928 A
13-14, B 14,931. 17-18 (all from cos); LSS 14.33;in LSA 24 A 33-34 this is rhe momenr lor
tlre singing of the paean. Cf. van Straten, Híerà Kalá, 119,170 (and on scenes showing an oflciant
pointirrg to the god's porrion, ibid., 136); Gebauer, ponpe utrl rlr1sia, 441 43; Ekroth, "Thighs or
Täils?," 132-34.
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wâs the offìciant's central cluty ol privilege. The question by contrast of who

rvielclecJ the ax or knife was of peripheral importance. Only one sacred ]¿w

(adnitteclly one feferrinÉi to an importârll civic ritual on Cos) lays emphasis

on the selection and obligatiolls of the actr'tal "slaughterrr-."1rs As for the

cotledy of innocence, the sr-rstained rccent âttempts to clrive it fi'om the stage

were discussed above.

These criticisms all strike Burkert'.s theory in its application to alimentary

sacrifice. Slar-rghtei--sacrifices and their like, on the other hand, as r,ve have

seen and as their name sr.lggests, center on killing; and it is corrspicuous that

the rare artistic depictions of the knife actually pier:cing an animalk throat

alnrost witlrout exception show such sphagia. In Euripides' Supplices, the

actual knife used in an oath-sacrifice is to be preserved as a guarântor of its
efficacy. The iconographic type "Victory stabbing an animal" derives fi:om

the pre-battle sphagia; according to a persuasive interpretation it appearecl

on the parapet of the lovely Ionic temple of Athena Nike at the entrance

to the Atlrenian acropolis.la6 But even in relation to the pre-battle sphagiort

the move from killing to violence can be questioned. The hypothesis speaks

of the maie sacrificial group unleashing its agglession against an :rninral vic-
tim. When at some festivals hearty young men liftecl a youllg buli over the

altar for the slaughter, this was certainly a display of domination over the

animal. la7 But, as we have seen, the sacrifices with strong group participa-
tion such as these wer:e those r,vhere the death of the animal r-eceived least

emphasis. When a pre-battle slaughter-sacrifice was performed in sight of
the enem¡ the pipers played (in the Spartan arllry at least) and every man

was garlanded. But they nrer:ely watched while a seer or seels performecl

the slaughter. The rite is an intense focus of communal :rttention but not of

145. RO 62 (LSCC 1 5 1) A 40-44:on the night beforc the sacrifice to Zeus Polieus, the pricst
¡ncl the heralcls both choose a slaughterer and instruct hinr to rcnr¡il sexuaìly purc tbat night. Thc
Horncric verb iepeóor, u4rich is etyrnologicrlly "act ¡s ¡ pricst" but il usage "sacrifice," does not
seern to rne decisive countercvidence: it sinrply poses again for an earlier pcriod (in this casc insolubìy)
the qrrestion ofrvhich ¡ction ofthe priest constituted the essence ofsacrifice. Nor does the icolo-
graplric rrse oftlre sacrificial knile to denote the priest (r'an Straten in Cuisittc ct dutcl, 19). For tlte
0óT qq as a lairly lorvly fulctiorary serving several cults, see Sy//,r 589.18 u'ith note 10 ad loc.

146. See M. H. Janeson, "The Ritrral of thc Athenr Nike P:rrapet," rn Ríturrl, Finance, Polítíts,

307-24, rvitlr the conspectus of such scenes * 320 24 (c{. TlrcsCk4 1:359 fi3). Alrnost rvithout
exception: for trvo other scenes tlìat shorv the knife close to tlle tlìroat, sce the follorving note antl

v¡r Strrterr, FJi¿râ Kalá, 220 V147 (fig. 110), with his connrents Cuísine ct autd, 20 2L. I{nifè: Enr.

Sltppl. 1205-9.
147. SeevarStraten,-FllarâKalá, 109-13.Itistruethatablack-fìgureamphorainViterbo(ibid.,

fig. 115) shorvs a yonng man stabbirg the thrort ofa bullock so lifted, contrrry to the usu¡l indiÊ
ferelrce to tlìe nloment ofthe kill. Iìrt is rlot the point strcssed the prorvess ofthe youths who hare
achieved enough elcvation to perrrrit this stabbing from belorv?
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À

FIGURE 5' The kill expticitly depicted in a "slaughter-sacrifice" associated w¡th conflict. Fragment
of an Attic red-figure catyx l<rater, c. 430 BC, unknown maker (86.AE.213). The j. paut Getty Mu-
seum, Vitla Collection, Malibu, California.

communai aggression. In the one aliusion to the timing of the "sacrificial
cry" after a slaughter-sacrifice, it occurs not at the poirrt of death but a little
later rvhen it is knorvn that "the onens are good."118

Still, killing is unquesrionably central to the slaughter-sacrifìce. It is at this
point that the question postponed above about the definition of sacrifice,
which is also a qrlestion about the r-rniry of a collcept of sacrifice, becomes

148. comnrunal attention: Xen. l¿r. 13.11. Sacrificial cry: Xen. tltnb. 4.3.rg, norecl by van
Straten, Crrnirie et autel,20.
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important. -As we have seen, Che vocabr-ilary usecl of alirnentary sacrifice diÊ

fers fro'r that used of the other forms of ritual killing, but not without some

overlapping. In just the same way, the rituals themselves diverge, but not

absolutely. The element common to all the rituals is the killing of an animal;

one of the rnost important overlaps in vocabulary lies in the verb ogú(etv,

"to slaughter." (But it should be remembered that 0Óerv, "to sacrifice," is also

applied to vegetarian offerings.) Killing receives little emphasis in alimentary

sacrifice, at least in many interpretations of the ritual. But it is central to the

slaughter-sacrifice. If killing is the one constant within a variety of forms of
"srcrifice," it tnay seetn necessâry to rssign it irnportrnce in all those lorttts;

alimentary sacrifice will therefore need to be reinterpreted in a way that al-

lows the kill positive religious force there too. Or should we accept that the

kill is a mere necessary preliminary to alimentary sacrifice, an essential only

in the rites of slaughter? This approach leaves us with "cypes of ritual killing"
but no overarching concept ofsacrifice.

The question is not easy to answer. There is no theological exegesis to guide

us, ther-e was no theological exegesis to gtiide them, as to what to make of these

rites. Veyne teaches us that "sacrifice is widely distributed across centuries and

across societies because this practice is sufficiently ambiguous for everyone to

find in it their own particular satisfaction." Doubtless this ambiguiry can inhere

in individual forms of sacrifice as well as in the marry different practices that

can be brought together under the rubric "sacrifice."'What satisfactions found

in alimentary sacrifice ensured its populariry over so many centuries? It sanc-

tioned ancl solemnized human feasting; it was also a giít to a god that the god

was invited to come and er¡oy along with mortals;it established closer contact

with the divine, ther-efore, than clid the other modality of gift, dedication. But
did the killing that preceded it give it extra solemniry an added potential to

comrnunicate with the divine? .At least for some participants? It would be

presumptuous to deny the possibiliry: On what basis could one do so? But
this could have been only one "satisfaction" (or better, in this case, source of
imaginative power) among several. The structure of the rite certainly clid not

allow the individual participant the sadistic sense of being one among a group

converging on a victim for the kill. The dispatch of a scapegoat is a ritual of
quite different rype.

As for the theses of Burkert and Girard in their broadest scope, it does

not seerrl possible to establish a relation of co-variabiliry of any kind be-

tween animal sacrifice and human violence. One can clairn neither that

animal sacrifice inhibits violence against humans among societies that prac-
tice it (a "safety-valve" theory), nor that such violence diminishes when
the practice is abandoned. (This second point strikes hard against theories
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that see a subterranean connectio' between sacrifice and male violence
against women.)lae The two things see'r simpry to follow rheir own, distinct
rrajectories.

"Raw Eating" and OtherWild Rites

Some very violent activities fail too far outside the normal run of sacrificial
practices to affect the broad conclusion. But the topic cannot be finally
signed off before they have been acknowledged. The "raw eating', associ-
ated in some way with Dionysus is famous, but fraught with pr:oblems.
Sacrifìce was often made to Dionysus as to any other god. But myth also
ascribes to the female followers of Dionysus the tearing apart of animals by
hand; there are also allusions to the "raw eating" of flesh. who supposedly
ate this raw flesh (in the mythical representation) is not clear, since the rite
is not described in detaii in any source. In Euripides' Baccltae, the rnesse'ger
reports the capture and tearing, but not eating, of animals at some length
(734-47), amid other'ranifestations of the woment extrâordinary conduct
and capacities when possessecl by the god. The play elsewhere contains an
allusion to "blood of a slain goar, raw-earing deright," bur the surrounding
context is difficult and interpreters do not agr-ee whether the clause in ques-
tion speaks of Dionysus or of his followers.rs. (A secondary cornplication
is that on vases maenads are typically shown with the rent pieces of fawns in
their lrands,lsl whereas in Bacchae it is domestic ani'rals that they attack.)

one view is that the rar,v flesh was envisaged as an offering to Dionysus,
who bore more than one epithet involving the idea of the raw.152 But the
rite is never described as an offering or a sacrifice. In the most atrocious
Dionysiac myth of all, the daughters of Minyas "driven mad, craved human
flesh and cast lors" ro determine which should offer her child for rending;

149. W Beers,tr4lomen and Sauíjrc: Male Narcíssism and the psl,dtolçgy of Retigion (Detroit, 1992).
Beers rvas inflnenced (through earlier rvork) by N Jay, rvho in T/irorrglro ut Your Generatíors Foreuer:
Sacrfite' Religíon, and Patenùty (Chicago, 1992) sees sacrifice as men's way of asserting their orvnership
of childrtn against the wotnen lvho have actually brought them forth in blood. B¡t sacrifice is lar
too multifunctional for such theories to be plausible.

150. See R. L- Fowler, "Euripides Barchae 135-42,', ZpE 158 (2006):43_48.
151. T. H. Cârpenter, Díon1,5i671 lttragcrl, i¡1 Fíft|Ccnntrl, Athens (Oxford,IggT),1ß.
152 ,4. Henrichs, HSCP 82 (1978): 150-52, with references; conrrasr p Bonnechere, rz

sacrfice hunnirt en Grèrc ancíenne (A.thens, 1995),2j,s, and Goff, citizen Barhae, 272. Eptthets:
ò¡rúôroç. rir¡r qotÍ¡ç.
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the women of Argos too ate their children.1s3 If that extreme version can be

taken as a guide to what "normal" maenads (those who contented themselves

with anirnal victims) were imagined to do, it follows that those who tore

âpart ân animal victim also ate it raw. This would be not ¿ sacrifice but an

anti-sacrifice;for to the obvious inversions (multiple women officiants against

single male priest; hands against knife; wild against tame animals; raw against

cooked) would be added the fact of eating without offering. Or perhaps they

both ate and offered.

So much for the mythical rcpresentation. Âs for realiry we know that in

some Greek stâtes (but how many?) bands of women reveled for Dionysus in
the rnountains in alternate winters;rsa we know too that the mythical practice

of raw eating could be symbolically evoked in some way. But the character

of that evocation depends on the doubtful interpretation of an enigrnatic

two-word phrase in an inscription of 276 BC from Miletus. It is defìning

the privileges of the public priestess of Dionysus, and prescribes, "It shall not

be permitted for anyone to throw tn an õmophagion,'a raw bite,' before the

priestess throws one in on behalf of the city."tss Interpretations of the crucial

phrase "throw in an omophagion" have ranged from very drastic to very tame:

at one extreme, an animal is hurled into the nidst of a circle of worshippers,

who then fall upon it (E. R. Dodds thought, unpersuasively, that the maenads

were eating their god raw); at the other, a token piece of raw meat is placed

in a sacrificial basket.156 If the more drastic interpretations are correct, such

rites must somehow have represented, for the female participants, an awe-

some extreme of experience. More probably the awesome extreme existed

only in the imagination, and any evocation of the mythical practices in the

ritr,ral was.just a gesture.

What is clear amid all this is that the raw eating (imagined or real) is of
a piece with the other reversals of normaliry of Dionysiac cult. The eating

of raw meat, whoever does it, is as bizarre as the dancing of matrons on a

153. Plut. Quaest. Craec. 38,2998; Apollod. Bíltl. 3.5.2. Ap. Rhod. Argon. 7.636 speaks (as do

later authors) ol parváôeç rilpopópor.
i54. See .1. N. l3remner, "Greek Maenadism Re-Considered:' ZPE 55 (1984): 267-86. l/e¡

may sometines have joinecl them (S. Scullion, "Maenads ancl Men," forthconing), but at the irnagi-
native level it remained a distinctively lemale practice.

155. ¿S,4 48.2. Dodds, Creeþs and the lrrationdl,2Sl n.47 notes thâtlrlut. D¿ def.or. 14,417C,
speaking of "days ofill omen on which raw eatings and rendings occur,"should also attest histori-
cal practice. The sacrifices to Semele and Dionysus in ISCC 18,{ 44-51, D 33-40 are marked
æcpcrôóorpoç yr:var(í, lvhich rnerely tantalizes, as does the sacrifice to f)ionysus ,tnthius made
witlront mention of fìre in SEG 54.214.9-71 (cf. Parker, "Aixone," 204-6).

156. Drastic:Dodds,Creeþsøtdthelrrational,2T6,wirhavividmodernparallel;tame:sonreviews
tlrere rejectecl by Dodcts, and A. J. Festugière, ClassMed 17 (1936):31_3'4 F Éu¡tes de relígion grecque

et hellenísticlue fParis, i972], 110-13).
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mountain' whether one interprets the Dionysiac phenolxenon as a whole as
challenging norms or reinforcing them or simply extencring somewhat rhe
possibilities of women's existence,157 the idea of raw meat eaìing ancl the as_
sociated violence are parts of that total phenornenon. 'what 

is at issue here is
not fundamentally a modality of sacrifice; the dialectic is between the need
for limits and control and the need for their absence.

certain other extreme sacrifices are occasionalry mentioned. The non prus
ultra is the festival Laphria, cerebrated annuarly by the people of patrai for
Artemis and mildly describecr by pausanias as embodying a ',rocar sryre of
sacrifice" (tpóæoç èær1óproç Ouoíoç). ,\ccording ro pausanias, a stockade
of green logs is built around the altar, within which dry wood is pired. ,\
magnificent procession provides a prelude; at its rear rides a virgin priestess
on a chariot drawn by deer. On the next day

great enrhusiasm is shown for the festival by the city publicly ancl no
iess by individuals. For they rhrow onro the pyre, still alive, edibre birds
and sacrificial ani'rals of all kinds, aiso wild boar and deer and roe;
some bri'g wolf and bear cubs, some the fu[-grown animars. Thev arso
put the fruit of cultivated tr.ees on the altar.

He goes on to teil how this great bonfire is kindled and the animals are driven
back in as they try to escape the flames.15s

with this we can compare a rite at the sanctuary of Despoina at Lycosura
in '\rcadia: "The Arcadians conducr a rite ar which they bring vicrims to
Despoina in great abundance. Each individuar sacrifices whar he has. They
do not cut the throats of the victims as at other sacrifices, but each partici-
pant cuts off a chance limb from the victim." lJnfortunately the ethnogra_
pher lets us down her-e, and does not exprai' what species were brought as
victims nor what treârment they receiveci after the cutting off of the iimbs.
He is a little vague also about a rite in Messene: "There is a megaron of the
Kouretes, whe'e they make burned offerings of every kind of animal. They
begin by throwing cattle and goats into the fire and work down to birds.,,rse
"Every kind of animal" ought to include wild animals, but the examples ar.e
all f.om the familiar sacrificial species. They must have been killed before

I 57. See p. 243 below.
158. Paus.7.18.77-13.
159. Paus. 8.37.8 (þcosura); ibid. 4.3.9 (Messene).
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being thrown on the pyre, though Pausanias is not explicit, or the birds would

have escaped.

one or two further similarþ extreme sacrifices are also recorded or pos-

tulated.r60 They have been taken as illustrations of one distinctive ancient

modality of Greek sacrifice, that associated with a huge fire (sometimes iden-

tified as a "yearfue"); they have also been traced back, along winding paths,

to the secret rituals of warrior bands.161 But it has been pointed out of late

that a ritual such as the Laphria attested atPatrai,a city that dissolved into

villages in the third century and was refounded, initially as a Roman vet-

eran colony, c. L4 PrC, cannot present itself as an unproblematic witness to

ancestral traditions of Greek sacrifice. All these extreme sacri{ìces are at-

tested only in Pausanias or in sources of the same late date; and several were

practiced by cities or organizations that demonstrably had undergone drastic

historical change in the late classical or postclassical period.162 The holocausts

known from sacred calendars of the classical period are on an altogether more

modest scale.

All the same, the ârgument from silence is scarcely infallible; we can say

confidently that extreme sacrifices of this fype were exceptional in the clas-

sical period (as indeed later), not that they never occurred. Hypothetical rites

of the classical period, however, elude inspection; all we can ànalyze are the

practices attested much later. The most fully described is the Laphria, and

Pausanias's account well brings out its abnormality. In the classical holocaust

the victim was a domestic animal that was killed and, at least in some cases,

cut up before being put on the fire. Flere wild and domestic animals alike are

thrown onto the flames alive. There is none of the usual fussiness about the

selection of victims, nor does there seem to be an officiant: everyone hurls

on what they have brought. It is all about totality and the abolition of limits:

everyone participates þut does this include women?), all species are involved,

there is no selection, and,the destruction too is total. Any invocations that

may have accompanied the rites go unmentioned. In Pausaniasì account it is

160. A festival of Isis at Tithorea (?aus. 10.32.14-17); the "Laphria" at Hyampolis, question-

ably reconstructed from an aition; the Daidaia paus. 9.3.7-8; cf. p.227); a festival on Mt. Oeta

associated. with the death of Heracles: see Nilsson, ceschíchte, !30-32; Graf , Nordíonßche Kulte,

41.7-72,476-77 .

161. So respectively Nilsson and Graf, cited in previous note.

162. See V Pirenne-Delforge, "Ritual Dynamics in Pausanias: The Laphria," in Ritual and Com'

munication,777-29;Pirenne-Delîorge,Pausanias,218-29. Messene was founded in 371;the Daidala

þ. 221 below) wâs â restructured ritual; a festival oflsis cannot be ancient. Pirenne-Delforge explains

the Laphria as "an Augustan reconstruction...perfectly in accordance with the violent Roman

shows and the tâste for presumed antiqvity:' Rítual and Communicatíon, 726.
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the killing that creates the communication. Mutatis mutandis, similar obser_
vations could be made about the other extreme rites that he¡Jescriþs5.re:

This, it seems, is a perfect expression of sacrifice as theoriled by Burkert
and Girard' sacrifice as pure and comprehensive viorence. The urgent next
question concerns the social context in which raw killing was credited with
such power. The Laphria was celebrated, pausanias told us, "with great en-
thusiasm...by the city publicly and no less by individuals,,; the ciry that
celebrated it, Patrai, was one put together from disparate elements, Greek
and Roman. ,t festival that also concluded with a bonfire holocaust, the
Great Daidala, was a Pamboeotian celebration of regional uniry These in-
stances point, it has been suggested, to "the strong federal impact of this form
of spectacular and participatory ceremony." A grim device for reinforcing
group and federal solidariry if so!16a The link berween collective violence and
group formation rests, however, on too few cases to be wholly secure. 

-what

is certain is that such rites were exceptional.

Endnote: Blood Sacrifice for the Dead

If we set aside as historically problematic the luxuriant slaughter (sheep, oxen,
horses, dogs, and prisoners of war) conducted by Âchilles in Homer on pa-
troclus's pyre,165 the best evidence relates to what is called a prosphagion. A
fifth-century inscription from Ioulis on ceos regulating frrr".".y p...ti..,
says that a "prosphagio,r¿ should be employed in accord with tradition,', but a.
passâge in Ps.-Plato that speaks of a prosphagion being performed "before
the carrying out" (a useful detail) consigns the practice to "former ¡i-.r."166

i63. Bnt Pirenne-Delforge, Ritual and communication, 123-24, doubts whether the burning of
live animals should be generalized from the Laphria; she notes that paus- 9.3.g on victims ât the
Daidala stuffed with wine and incense implies butchery and extraction of the entrails.

164. So Pirenne-Delforge, Pausanias,229. But the bonfire holocaust at the pamboeotian Great
Daidala may have been borrowed from the Plataian Lesser Daidala, which was not a federal festival
(see p. 222 below).

765- Il' 23.166-76. For archaeological parallers suggesting some basis in eighth-century realiry
seeThescRA 1:108-9; cf. Lane Fox, Tiauelling Heroes,5s-5g. The sheep .rd o"l, providedfat that
Achilles wrapped around Patroclus's body; the role ofthe other victims is not explained, but one can
guess thât the prisoners ofwar were killed in revenge, the dogs and horses to allow patroclus to be
accompanied by what he loved in life.

166' ¿scc 97 A 12;[P1.] Min.315c. L. Robert, Études anatoriennes @aris, 1937),306-8, how-
ever, plausibly reads npoogo[y]rd([ovteç in a funerary context in an inscription from Amorium,
"base époque impériale."ihe sacrifices to gods per{ormed at or after the conclusion of mourning
(e'g, Plut. Lyt. 27.4;Plut. Quaest craec.24,296F-297A;D D. Hughes in creeþ saoficiar Rítuar,
75-83) are different.
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Several passages in tragedy also refer to it; in Euripides'Alcestis, Fleracles

ghoulishly supposes that he will be able to find Death "near þcestis's tomb],

drinking the prosphagmat(t."16; Posibly we can reconcile the evidence about

where and when it rook place by supposing that it happened at the grave but

before the corpse had been brought thither. What became of the animal'.s

body once its blood had been poured out is unclear; Ps.-Plato shows that

the custom went out of use by the fourth century, but the archaeological

evidence of animal bones at graves is slight even before that. A prosphagion ts

clearly an offering made to the dead person or possibly the underworld pow-

ers more generally (is Death, in Heracles'imagining, drinking it by right, or

by usurpation?).168 Beyond that general formulation, we do not know how a

prosphagion worked, what rituals accompanied it, and what words of invoca-

tion.16e,tt the commemorative rituais performed for the dead in subsequent

years, they were urged to "send up good things," that is to say, like the gods

they were urged to make â return for the gifts brought to them;170 but the

offerings burned,left, or (above all) poured for them on these occ¿sions v/ere

apparently bloodless as a rule.

767. Enr. Atc. 845; cf., e.g., Eur. Hel. 1255,which stresses its prelimìnary quality, Eur' Her' 41,

where the location is clearþ the tomb itself. Solon's ban on the funerary sacrifice of an ox (smaller

victims were therefore still permitted) probably refers to tlre prosphagíon rather than to subsequent

commemorative rites (P1ut. Sol. 27.5).

168. Ekroth,S¿¿rficìalRítuals,229-30arguesthatitwasaddressedtothedeadpersonratherthan

to a god; the evidence from tragedy confirms this view, insofar as a specific addressee was envisaged;

the possibility that it was addressed more generally to the dead or to underuorld powers, but certainly

not the gods, is raised by Eur. Hel. 7255 (plans for the fictitious sea burial ofMenelaus) npoo<pó(etor

pèv crîpcl npôro veptéporç; but ibid. 1564, the same sacrifi.ce is o<pú1ta tôt reOv'4rótt.

169. Unless we rreat the killing of a human victim by Neoptolemus for his father Achilles in

E¡r. Hec. 521-82 as a model, which would be rash despite the application of prosphagma to it in 41

(for other allusi.ons to the rite, see 126,260-61,391-93).
170. Ar. fr. 504-14 wirh Kassel/Austin's note. Bloodless: Ekroth, Sacrijcial Rítuals,278;Patket,

Poþtheßm,29. On the content of libations to the dead, see Horn. Od. 10.57810, Aesch. P¿rs.

671-77,Bur. I 759-65; O¡. 115; LSCG 97 A 8-10;Lucian Luct' 19.

j
CnnprER 6

The Experience of Festivals

A speaker in one of plutarchi dialogues re_
marks ar one point that ..during 

a long stay in Crete I got to krrãw of a
strange festival they performed, at which they dispray 

"n 
imrg. of a headless

man and explain that this was Molos the father of Meriones, and that after
raping â young woman he was discovered headless."l plutarch's puzzTement
may be shared by us today in reration nor just to rhe cretan festivar of the
headless man but a great number of the details that arerecorded about other
ancient rituals. Much here appears bizane, fragmentary, inconsequentiar.
one reason is the character of two main sources, prutarch,s o*n crrik. qurr-
tions and callimachust Aítia, whichapproach the Greek festivars in the spirit
of tivial Pursuits: it is the piquant and puzzringthat constitutes a euestionin Plutarch's terms, or that provides a starting point for callimachus,s wi*y
and whimsical explanations.

only rarely are other sources âny more herpfur. The very few accounts of
ancient festivals that extend to more than a sentence or so were given for special
purposes: Plutarch in a fragment of a lost work was concerned to allegorize the
Boeotian festival Daidala, the source of two anonymous scholia on Lucian that
discuss a cluster of Attic festivars had simirar aims, and Theophrastus offered

7. De deJ or. 14,4778.


